


Limited Edition Print by 

MORNING LIGHT 
19V2" x 13" 

A LIMITED EDITION PRINT OF 1,000: 
Unsigned ............................................ $ 15 each 
SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST ............ $ 30 each 

Signed prints accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity. 

"A friend persuaded me to go hunting for the first time in my life by extolling the beauties of 
the Sumter National Forest. I was left waiting for deer in the most severe cold I'd ever 
experienced - frost formed on my boots and I was so still that little birds flew and settled all 
around me, taking me for the frozen log I felt like, praying for the warmth and reassurance of 
the first light." 

THE ARTIST AND THE ART 
" If someone has to stand in front of a picture and tell the viewer what he is seeing , how can 

you call that Art?" Bob Mills describes his art as he practices it. . . with realism. His subject 
matter is found everywhere ... in an abandoned farmhouse ... in the heavy boots discarded 
after a long winter ... even in the abandoned steam tractor rusting away. 

Mills studied art at the University of South Carolina and Booth Bay Harbor, Maine. He also 
taught art at the University of South Carolina. His paintings are in public and private collections, 
from Canada throughout the United States. Several of his paintings hang in the Capitol at 
Columbia. 

He has worked in several mediums, but watercolor is his favorite. "Watercolor is a chal
lenge, " he says. " In oils you can go back and wipe the canvas clean for a fresh start, but 
watercolor demands a final decision as the brush is applied. " 

A Robert Mills painting does not reflect Bob Mills ... nor does it reflect Nature. His paintings 
are a mirror of nature as he sees it ... often taking a whimsical delight that nature emerges the 
eventual victor in the confrontation with man. 

TO ORDER YOUR PRINT(S) SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 
P. 0 . BOX 1668 
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29210 

A COLOR BROCHURE ON OTHER ROBERT MILLS PRINTS IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

ROBERT MILLS 
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The convenience of being able to save where you do the rest of your banking. 
We can automatically transfer money from your checking to your savings account 

each month, too. 
So when you save at C&S, you save more than just money. You save gas. And time. 
Your money also earns the highest interest allowed by law. 5%. Compounded daily. 
At C&S, "what's in it for you" is as much as it legally can be. And as convenient as 

we know how to make it. 

''Why should I open a regular savings 
account at C&S instead of someplace else? 
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The Tradd Street Press was commissioned by the South Carolina As
sociation of School Librarians to make a logo for the South Carolina 
Children's Book Award. We are proud of what we did for them. 

THE T RADD STREET PRESS ls FULL OF Gooo IDEAS 
AND KNow-How. WHAT WouLD You L1KE ·Us To 
Do FoR You? 

THE TRADD STREET PRESS ~ i. 

38 T RADO STREET 1~ I! . 
CHARLESTON,...., (803) 722-4246 ~ :?~ 

__.:-~ 

(jlJJ summer long our guests 
do what they do all winter? 

play tennis, feast on fine food, 
use credit cards, explore an island, 

enjoy the ocean, play golf, water ski, 
go sailing, go fishing, ride bicycles. 

§ea Crest 
{,Motel 

Phone 803-785-2121 
P.O. Box 5818 
Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928 
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rea ers 
com1nents 

What ideas, opinions and com
ments do you have about this issue 
of your magazine? We're anxious to 
hear what you think, so this col
umn is all yours-please drop us a 
line. 

Mr. R. E. Ward of Spartanburg recently 
sent me a copy of your July Endpiece 
commentary in Sand/apper (July 1976) 
on our Bicentennial celebration. I agreed 
with Mr. Ward that the article was excel
lent and deserved the attention of my 
colleagues in the Senate. For that 
reason, I commended it to their attention 
and ordered that it be reprinted in its 
entirety in the Congressional Record. 
The article appeared in the August 31 
Record, a copy of which I enclose. My 
remarks and the article appear on page 
S. 15066. I hope you agree with this 
action on my part. It is a small tribute to 
some very distinguished writing. 

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings 

Introductory remarks by Sen. Hollings: 
Mr. President, Mr. Ed Ward of Spartan
burg, S. C. recently called my attention 
to an article in a South Carolina publica
tion which I wish to share with my col
leagues in the Senate today. The article is 
in the form of an editorial commentary in 
Sand/apper magazine by the editor, Mr. 
Bob W. Rowland, and it pertains to our 
Bicentennial celebration this year. The 
editorial goes to the very heart, I think, of 
what the Bicentennial is all about, telling, 
as it does, of the greatness and strength 
of the American character through 200 
years of our grand experiment in demo
cratic government. I commend Mr. Row
land's thoughts to the Senate and ask 
unanimous consent that his commentary 
be printed in the Record. There being no 
objection, the commentary was ordered 
to be printed in the Record. 

I am a 7th grade social studies teacher in 
the Richland County District 2 schools 
and I read your magazine Sand/apper 

Sandlapper 
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EGYPTli 
frequently. The countless hours of work 
and effort which you give to the publica
tion certainly pay off to produce a light, 
entertaining, and historical storybook. 
Thank you for giving South Carolina a 
periodical which maintains her proud 
and rich heritage in a readable format for 
children as well as adults. BY MAUPINTOUR 

MAUPINTOUR'S care and manage
ment assures you see everything you 
should see, comfortably. Join us for 
this new travel adventure. 15 days. 
GOOD HOTELS such as Aswan's new 
Oberoi , Luxor Winter Palace, and 
Mena House resort beside the Pyra
mids and Sphinx. Spectacular views. 
LEARN the significance, historic, con
temporary. People. Scenic marvels. 
Incredible antiquities, art treasures. 
See Abu Simbel raised from the Nile! 
WHAT YOU DREAM Egypt should be 
begins every Thursday. Ask your 
Travel Agent for Maupintour's Egypt/ 
Middle East folder or send coupon . 

Cathy Campolong 
Columbia 

Maupintour, 2912 M Street, N. W., qual ity •AMaup1·ntour 
Washington ,D.C.20007. 202/333-2183. ;~~~';~951 .. I 

My family and I enjoyed the June issue of 
Sand/apper. I particularly liked Charles 
Watson's article on William Ioor. It would 
be educational and significant in several 
ways to see the plays Independence per
formed in order to see how the small 
independent farmer has had to change 
or The Battle of Eutaw Springs showing 
life during the Revolutionary period. Mr. 
Watson's explanations are excellent but I 
still hope the opportunity to view the 
plays may present itself. It would also be 
helpful to high school literature classes. 
Also, the Watermelon pie is delicious. 

name 

address 

c ity 

s tate/zip SLP-EGP 

Ask about these Maupintourescorted holidays: 
D Africa D Alps D British Isles D Colorado 
D Asia D Central America D Egypt D Europe 
D France D Greece D Hawaii D India D Iran 
D Italy D Mexico D Morocco D North Africa 
D Orient D Portugal D Scandinavia D Spain 
O S. America O S. Pacific O USSR/ E. Europe Nancy T. Klotz 

Greenwood 

WERE MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY THERE? 
Daughters of the American Revolution, Fort Sullivan Chapter, 

Charleston, South Carolina, makes available for the first time ever the 
American Revolution Roster of Fort Sullivan ( later Fort Moultrie) 
1776-1780. Compiled by Elmer Parker, this early roster is believed to 
be the most complete of any fort in the country. It includes a variety 
of known information about over 5,000 men who served at the Pal
metto Log Fort in Charleston Harbor-home state, regiment, enlist
ment date, rank, discharge date, wife, etc. 

This excellent historic reference book also contains thirteen chapters, 
written by Georgia Gilmer, of very readable, thoroughly researched 
events leading up to the First Decisive Victory-June 28, 1776. This 
handsome library bound book is beautifully illustrated. Really two 
great books in one for only $25.00 postpaid. 

,-------------
FORT SULLIVAN CHAPTER 

I DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
I P. 0 . Box 33055 

I 
I 
I 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29407 

Please mail postpaid the American Revolution Roster of Fort Sullivan 
( 1776-1780) with events leading to the first decisive victory-June 28, 
1776. 

I NAME _____________________ _ 

I ADDRESS ____________________ _ 

I CTTI ~----
1 Enclose check for $25.00 payable to Fort Sullivan Chapter. 

Sand/apper 



A
s a child growing up in Darlington, 
Elizabeth Boatwright Coker was ex
posed early to the joys and mysteries 

of the theatre. Not surprisingly, her first 
ambition was to be a dancer, but "at my 
father's insistence I retired from public 
dancing performances at eighteen after 
winning a statewide Charleston contest 
at the beach-with the local undertaker." 

Her second ambition was to be a poet. 
At Converse, where she edited the liter
ary magazine her senior year, her work 
saw publication in such journals as 
Harper's, Munsey's and The Saturday 
Evening Post. After school she left for 
New York, where she went to work at 
Dell Publications writing confessionals 
for True Story and I Confess. 

"My career blossomed only to fade 
under the blight of the stock market 
crash," she says. "I refused to accept a 
gift of three pairs of flesh-colored silk 
stockings from my immediate boss -
who wanted to put them on me.'' 

Years later, it was Dell who published 
her novel Daughter of Strangers in 
paperback. Daughter, originally pub
lished by E. P. Dutton and Co., was on 
the New York Times bestseller list for six 
months. 
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Between the times of " Dell-as
employer" and "Dell-as-publisher" she 
married Hartsville industrialist James 
Lide Coker III and they had two children. 
She has written several books, most not
ably La Belle, recently released in 
paperback by Mockingbird books. 

Several years ago she told Sandlapper 
she likes "animals and birds, dancing, 
jazz, theatre, flying airplanes, good con
versation, rainy nights, mountains (any 
mountains) , arranging sweet-smelling 
flowers, eating turnip greens cooked with 
fatback, walking in the woods and hav
ing people visit her. " She is allergic to 
"automobiles, sunshine, morose intro
spective novels, bridge, opera and liver." 

T hirty-seven-year-old Bennie Lee 
Sinclair thinks that, after over 30 
years of writing, she is finally hitting 

her stride. "No short cuts," she says. 
" I admire things that achieve a kind of 

truth - any kind of truth - through 
good craftsmanship and without the use 
of gimmicks or short-cuts: the poetry of 
James Dickey, the fiction of Jesse Hill 
Ford, the painting of Georgia O'Keefe, 
the sculpture of Jean McWhorter, my 
husband's pots and others whose work 
ethic and voice are fairly consistent in 
everything they do," she says. 

She and her husband, potter Don 
Lewis, live on Wildernesse, a 127-acre 
wildlife and wild plant preserve in the 
hills above Cleveland, S. C. " I like to 
take long walks in the woods,' ' she says. 
"I would really like to get lost, but so far 
I've had too good a sense of direction for 
that. 

" Man and woman, bless his and her 
hearts, I consider far and above the 
greatest threats to ecological peace. We 
forget that we, too, are animals, and in
extricably enmeshed in nature, our sur
roundings. Mankind's attitude - that we 
are rulers of the earth and everything of 
the sky, sea and land is here for our use 
or amusement - is destructive beyond 
comprehension. I've always especially 
loved the Russian writers for the way 
they never, never try to separate man
kind from nature. " 

In her fiction, Bennie Lee believes that 

bt1line 
"the reader should first of all be in
terested - mesmerized, if possible -
and so I try to make a story flow and not 
sound too 'literary' . I think the reader 
should be aware of the effect of words 
well-used, but not of the word-dance it
self. 

"Like many other Southerners I was 
raised in my grandparents' house. My 
step-grandfather was born in 1875 and 
of course his memory of his people and 
their tales went back to his grandparents, 
so in a sense I'm 'at home' in a great span 
of time through first-and-second-hand 
eyewitness story-telling, which helps a 
lot, especially with fiction. Lord, the only 
two times I ever left the South, I got 
physically, emotionally and in every 
other way homesick for the speech, 
manners, the breath of the air. The music 
is there in everyday speech - I really 
miss that when I go out of the region." 

Yet, on the subject of Southernism, 
she says, " I'm convinced that when the 
phoenix rises again, it will be somewhere 
on I-85 between Charlotte and Atlanta, 
and the tourists and truckers will think it's 
just a piece of red polyester burning and 
flapping in their wind." 
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KIRKWOOD LANE-CAMDEN, S. C. 
This lovely home situated on three and a half beautifully landscaped 
acres, overlooking Kirkwood Common, is well suited for both family and 
entertaining. Five bedrooms all carpeted, five and a half baths, large 
living room, dining room and den. Antique mantels, old pine paneling and 
hardwood floors. Game room, St. Charles custom kitchen, pool, three car 
garage and office. Offered exclusively by BOYKIN REAL TY, please call 
or write for more information. 

DeKalb Street and Commerce Alley 
Camden, S. C. 29020 
(803) 432-0531 

I have recently moved to South Carolina 
to assume a position with Sea Pines Plan
tation Company. In my attempt to find 
out more about South Carolina, a com
pany cohort gave me a copy of Sandlap
per magazine. I enjoyed your magazine 
immensely. Your publication is informa
tive and represents South Carolina very 
well. 

Robert J. Lynn 
Sea Pines Plantation Co. 
Hilton Head 

Can you give me any suggestion as to 
where I might be able to get a copy of the 
January, 1968 Sandlapper? It is the only 
one missing in my collection and I would 
gladly give $20. for a copy. Your maga
zine is one of the real joys of my life. I 
never tire of going back through old 
copies and always enjoy them just as 
much as when they were current. 

Mrs. Olivia M. Self 
Greenville 

If anyone has a copy of the January 1968 
issue for sale please let us know and we 
will put you in touch with the above 
writer. 
-Ed. 

HAMPTON • GALLERY LTD. 
Recent paintings by: 

Featuring works by: 
Blair, Bopp, Koons, Acorn, Appleman, Bardin, Coburn, Cohen, 
Davis, Dreskin, Flowers, Halsey, Hunter, Lewis, Quest, Sublett, 

Sudlow, Twiggs, Whitley. 

Hours: 12 - 5 PM Monday - Saturday, Phone 268-2771 
lO Gallery Centre, Taylors, South Carolina 29687 

(~u~ f;;;f/'ty;r fi5uet'/~ ~~&" 

Coming soon - a new downtown Greenville location at "Finlay Square" 

Sandlapper 



frolll behind 
the palmet~ 

Throughout Sand/apper' s happy life, many of its writers have been women 
and they've turned out some fine stuff. But never have we devoted an issue 
mainly to material written by and about women as we do with this issue. We 
think we've put together this issue without that "Woman's Page" effect -
you' ll see what we mean. 

Bennie Lee Sinclair, poet and author, tells us the bittersweet tale of Starlie, 
who struggles to raise her brother while managing her alcoholic mother. The 
girl is brave - very brave. 

Another brave female in her own right was Marie Boozer, a woman misun
derstood because of her many imbroglios. Marie Boozer is the subject of a 
newly re-released book by Hartsville novelist Elizabeth Boatwright Coker, 
appropriately entitled La Belle . Ms. Coker reveals the last years in this woman's 
flamboyant life and her detective work shows that La Belle Marie ended her 
years in peaceful comfort. 

We haven't presented very many female photographers, so when Mary 
Charlotte Pierce's sparkling color transparencies caught our eye they caught 
our fancy. We think they'll catch yours, too. 

Our Marjorie Lord is no relation to the Marjorie Lord of the old Danny 
Thomas show. Ms. Lord has been writing a book on the Revolution in South 
Carolina for some time now. She was gracious enough to let us have a chapter, 
one which focuses on the Loyalists in the Up Country. She is the wife of 
contributor Francis A Lord, and while she and Dr. Lord live in West Columbia, 
she is not from around these parts and says her lack of family ties lends 
objectivity to her writing. So much for the family feuds. 

And there's more: Harriet Hutto bemoans the life of a deer hunter's wife; 
Addison Barker chills us with folktales of hitchhiking ghosts; and keep reading 
- there are pages more where these things came from. 
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Cover: Trees are the flags of the 
changing season - and they are 
the only flags which change color. 
Leaves filter, light diffuses, 
shadows seem to glisten somehow. 
Photo by Mary Charlotte Pierce. 

If you have 
a special 
little niece, 
a grandson 
or other 
favorite child 

Give the gift 
that turns on 
a child's mind. ' 
Give HIGHLIGHTS, the world's most 
honored magazine for children 2 to 
12. Eleven big issues a year, each 
at least 42 pages and illustrated in 
color. Stories, games, articles, crafts, 
hidden pictures . . . fun. But fun 
with a purpose: to help pre-readers 
to pre-teens learn to read and reason. 

rem rate (special gift rate valid only tol 
Dec. 25, 1976): 1 year (11 issues), $9.95 

--1-\ighlightS®t'or Children 

2300 W. 5th Ave., P.O. Box 269, 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
Please send HIGHLIGHTS as my gift to: 

child name( s) and age( s) 

address 

city state zip 

Sign gift card "From . 
11 e GSZN 

your name 

your address 

your city state zip 

$ ____ enclosed D Bill me (no need 
to pay till Jan. 1) 

L" • NH-P ------- e GDZ 4~ 

CHEROKEE COUNTY'S FIRST 
HALF-CENTURY THROUGH 
THE LENS OF JUNE H. CARR, 
PHOTOGRAPHER. 
by Helen Vassy Callison and Bobby 
Gilmer Moss. a photo-essay. contains 
over 120 photographs made between 
1902 and 1950. depicting the life and 
growth of Cherokee County. S. C. Photo 
captions. carefully researched and au
thenticated. provide interesting anec
dota I history. Also included are a 
transcription of a 1906 journal kept by 
Carr. a brief biographical sketch. and a 
Foreword by his son. Dr. Percy H. Carr. 
Professor Emeritus of Physics . Iowa 
State University. 

··The Carr photography book is 
sp lendid. a great contribution to 
local history ."-E. L. Inabinet. 

·· . .. one of the most fascinating 
and unusual volumes I've en
countered in many a year .. . 
should be in everyone's 
home."-Laurens Moore. 

By Mail: Send check for $13.00 to: 

June Carr Book 
202 Pine Street 
Gaffney. S. C. 29340 

(This book has been named a Bicenten
nial Publica ti on by the Cherokee Histor
ical and Preservation Society. and en
dorsed by the Friends of the Cherokee 
County Public Library.) 
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Say Merry 

With 

BlflTS ot lfllPC:>RTEB 
l:IJlflE ~ Bt-f EESE B(:)FFEE q TEJIS 

-ih8 O OO O ~ FREE 
QUANTITY &ine&SJtase o DELIVERY 

D1scouNTs Cellar c 0 

-- / 

1801 TAYLOR STREET 
254-8044 STORE HOURS: 10 till 7 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT 
10 + gifts save 10°/o 

25 + gifts save 15°/o 

50 + gifts save 25°/o 

Assorted boxes of wine from $9.99 
Assorted baskets of coffee, 

tea and accessories from $4.99 
Need a special 
momenta-Try 
our cheeseball 

in a gift box 
$2.99 

Assorted baskets of cheese Assorted baskets of wine 
from $4.99 from $5.99 

We will deliver or ship free all gifts over $15.00 

ORDER BEFORE NOV. 31st 
and save an additional 10°/o 
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At home and on the go with sandlapper. 
dining out I the gardener I of peacocl~s 

Villa Madrid 
Dim lights, restrained decor and 

dishes like T ournedos Henry IV and 
Flaming Spanish Sword insure the 
diner at the Villa Madrid in 
Orangeburg a true experience in din
ing out. From the time one enters 
through the enormous Spanish style 
doors into a tiny lobby and is greeted 
by Ludie Zeigler, the hostess, right 
down to the final sip of after-dinner 
brandy and coffee, it is an adventure 
in dining. 

The Villa opened its doors Jan. 10, 
1975. An expansion plan is already 
under way. Bill Harder, who owns the 
establishment, traveled through 
Mexico collecting art objects and dec
orative pieces. Using these plaques 
and other items, the restaurant has 
been given the distinct flavor of Old 
Mexico. 

From the rough-finished off-white 
walls and heavy dark beams to the tile 
and fountains, which were actually 
brought from Mexico, it all has a "be
low the border" feeling. Even the 
sinks in the restrooms were brought 
from Mexico. Forty-six thousand tons 
of tile and decorations were freighted 
in from Mexico to adorn the walls, 
lobby and exterior of the Villa. One 
wall in the main room, however, fea
tures something uniquely American: a 
huge stone fireplace which is actually 
used. 

Harder and Smoak, and their 

(Please turn to page 10) 
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Gardening In November 
I know you are finding plenty to do 

in the garden at this time of the year. 
With most of the old year swept under 
the rug, you can now think about the 
new season waiting at the door. 

Soil Testing 
Now is a good time to have that soil 

from the garden tested. Soil testing is 
basic in plant production because it 
takes all the guess work out of fertiliz
ing. Testing soil tells the amount of 
phosphorus and potash, two of the 
three major minerals or elements in 
the soil. In addition the amount of 
secondary minerals (calcium and 
magnesium) are determined. These 
are sometimes referred to as a catalyst 
in that they cause all minerals to be 
readily available to the plants. In addi
tion to the mineral content, the PH 
reading is given. The PH is a scale 
from one to ten denoting the acidity or 
alkalinity of the soil. In the scale seven 
is neutral. All above seven is alkaline 
and all below seven is acid. Plants 
grow best in a slightly acid soil be
tween 5.8 to 6.8. If the soil PH is 
above 6.8 the plant is not able to re
ceive the full value of minerals in the 
soil, and if the reading falls much 
below 5.8 the same is true. Don't 
guess, soil test. 

When and How To Take 
Soil Samples 

Soil samples are sent to the soil test
ing laboratory at Clemson University. 

(Please turn to page 10) 

and lilies 
How to Destroy a City 

Well, today I got another parking 
ticket. 

No big deal really, only a $1 fine 
which I can afford. And actually the 
first one I've had in quite some time. 
As a matter of fact, I wasn't even irri
tated. But it did confirm something 
which I have been thinking of for 
some time. That is the simple fact that 
although our cities are inanimate ob
jects without human emotion, they 
seem to have a death wish. Or 
perhaps it's not the cities themselves, 
but the Powers That Be which run our 
cities. They are the ones who have the 
death wish, and are consciously or 
subconsciously trying to destroy our 
cities. 

It's amusing to see the frenzied ac
tivities of the various individuals and 
associations involved, ranging from 
mayors and city councils and store 
owners' and merchants' associations 
as they watch their cities decay, as 
more and more stores and buildings 
are deserted, as more and more 
businesses move out to the shopping 
centers. They have seized as the solu
tion on elaborate malls and trees and 
pedestrian areas and every other con
ceivable possibility except the major 
one. Wouldn't it be nice if the mayor 
and the city council each spent about 
two hours on the phone calling a ran
dom sampling of people and asking 
them two simple questions: Do you 

(Please turn to page 65) 
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Dining (Continued from page 9) 

wives, chose the name Villa Madrid 
after considering "literally hundreds," 
they said. One reason the name was a 
natural, perhaps, is that the building 
so perfectly resembles a Spanish villa 
with its exquisite tile on the roof. That 
tile, though, did not come from Spain 
or Mexico. It was rescued from the 
local Elk's Club when the club re
placed it with more conventional roof
ing. The decor was a joint effort. 

"Everybody got into the act," 
Smoak said. "First we thought about 
getting a professional decorator but 
when we found out how much it 
would cost we said forget it. We did it 
by ourselves, taking a little from 
everybody's ideas." 

While the Villa isn't the least expen
sive place in town to spend an even
ing, the management tries to make it 
worth the diner's time and money to 
spend an evening there - and spend 
an evening one can. From the lei
surely and elegant dinner in the large 
main dining room, one can go to the 
lounge for an after dinner aperitif 
while listening to some of the best 
entertainment to be found around the 
area. 

Smoak realizes not everybody can 
afford to go out often and spend a lot, 
so he tries to run specials that people 
can afford. Thursday nights, he has a 
buffet at a special price. On Monday, 
there's the steak special, Tuesday fea
tures roast beef with all the trimmings 
and Wednesday is seafood night. All 
these specials are prepared and 
served with the same loving care the 
more exotic dishes receive. 

One of the reasons the Villa is noted 
for its succulent food is Smoak him
self. Although he disclaims all respon
sibility for the exceptional quality of 
the food, giving full credit to others on 
his staff like assistant chef, Joe Bagley, 
Smoak is definitely the creative cook. 
He began studying when he was only 
15 under chef Max Egloff, and he's 
been studying ever since, he said. 

"It's something you really have to 
enjoy," he said. "Some people think I 
should be out greeting the people, 
with a coat and tie on, but I would 
rather be in the kitchen." 

The very youthful Smoak drifts out 
to greet a guest occasionally. He 
wears his spotless whites ... and a big 
smile. 

"One of the most important parts of 
this job," Smoak said, "is keeping a 

10 

menu up to date. We have a meeting 
every two weeks with the employees 
to bring them up on new dishes. We 
try to motivate them, to make them 
interested in what we are doing. I 
guess it works; almost everyone who 
started with us is still here. We like 
that. 

"The menu is changed occasion
ally, but not unless we believe it is for 
the better, never just to say we are 
changing. When you do this, you 
have to keep in mind the people you 
have to please. We are pulling people 
from Columbia, from Charleston and 
these are knowledgeable people 
about food. They like a nice decor, 
sure, but all the good-looking places 
in the world won't keep these people 
coming back if you don't offer fine 
food at prices they can accept. They 
like good wine, good entertainment, 
and a restful atmosphere too. These 
are the things that bring them back. 
They are a sophisticated clientele." 

Another thing which brings them 
back is the service provided by the 
brisk little waitresses in their black 
skirts dark red weskits and white 
blous~s. And if they have ever been to 

(Please turn to page 65) 
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The samples should be taken to the 
local Extension office. 

November is a good time to collect 
samples. Results may be obtained 
within a week or ten days if the sam
ples are sent now, but if you wait until 
later, the service is not as prompt and 
it may take several weeks before re
sults are obtained. Early soil testing is 
necessary to determine liming needs. 
Lime should be used during the 
winter months because two to three 
months time is necessary before ben
eficial results are obtained. Re
member, lime sweetens sour soil, 
which is most beneficial for plant 
growth. About one pint of soil is 
needed for testing. Be sure to collect a 
composite sample of the soil from the 
area. In order to do this use a small 
spade, trowel or soil auger, insert into 
the soil three or four inches deep. Soil 
should be taken in several places over 
the area, put into a bucket or bag. Mix 
thoroughly and collect composite 
samples from the contents. 

Green Lawn for Christmas 
Most of our permanent lawn grass

es go dormant by mid-November. If 
you want a green lawn throughout the 
winter, consider, if you haven't al-

ready done so, overseeding the lawn 
with a cool season grass. Common 
ryegrass is the most popular grass for 
the winter lawns. It is so widely 
adapted, does well in either sun or 
shade, and tolerates frequent mow
ing. Since it is an annual, it will die out 
in late spring or early summer when 
your permanent lawn grass comes 
into active growth. 

Top Seeding 
Mow closely the established lawn, 

and remove as much debris as possi
ble. Sow 10 to 20 pounds of good 
certified seed per 1,000 square feet of 
surface area. For best coverage apply 
half in one direction and the rest at 
right angles to the first application. 
Rake lightly to get the seed through 
the old sod and in contact with the 
soil. The trick in establishing ryegrass 
is proper watering. The seed must be 
kept moist for good germination and 
growth of young plants. This means 
light watering several times a day, 
especially if the weather is warm. 
Begin mowing when the grass is 
about three inches tall. Keep the grass 
at about a two-inch height throughout 
the winter. Water when needed and 
fertilize as often as necessary to main
tain desired growth and color. Be sure 
to keep winter grass mowed closely in 
the early spring so that sunlight can 
get through to the permanent grass. 

Asparagus 
Like anything else, if you want as

paragus at its best, there is only one 
way to get it - grow your own. From 
now through February is the time to 
get it started. Planting requires time 
and care, but once this is done, it will 
produce well for 15 to 20 years. At 
least 50 plants will be needed to sup
ply the average family. The asparagus 
must be planted in fertile and porous 
soil, one that drains properly, and one 
well supplied with organic matter. 
Pulverize the soil and dig rows 10 to 
20 inches deep and 24 inches wide -
wide enough to spread asparagus 
roots in their natural position. Rows 
should be four or five feet apart. Put 
two inches of compost or barnyard 
manure in the bottom of each row. 
On this spread ten pounds of com
mercial fertilizer 10-10-10 for each 
100 feet of row. Mix the compost and 
fertilizer thoroughly with the soil. 
Then cover with one or two inches of 

(Please turn to page 65) 
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THE GIAMBANCO COLLECTION® 
Rare Limited Editions "Nai'fs" Pulled By Hand on 
.999 Pure Sterling Silver, Bonded on Brass Plaques 

Worldwide pulled edition of 500 for each art work. 

Each primitive "naif'' artist supervises and controls the 
hand silkscreening of his work by skilled artisans using 
an exciting new "silvergrafia" technique in the finest 
Italian hand screening tradition. Only 500 plaques, each 
pronounced "perfect" by the artist himself, are hand 
signed and numbered. All imperfect "pulls" are im
mediately destroyed. 

NOW AVAILABLE IN AMERICA Antonio Donati 

These exquisite works of art, which unite precious metals with refreshing new 
"naif'' creations through the medium of fine Italian hand craftsmanship, have 
already electrified the European art world. Now, for the first rime, they are 
available to discriminating American collectors. These incomparable works of 
art are bound to become collectors' favorites. Perfect in every detail, alive and 
vibrant, here is a sound investment for the prudent collector who enjoys viral, 
new expressions in art. 

• lo• -f--• J.t.' 

Accompanied by a 
"Certificate of Au
thenticity," signed by 
the artist. 

Each four-by-six-inch 
plaque comes in a 
beautiful display case 
of finest crepe and 
satin and specially de
signed to keep tar
nishing elements out. 

Bruno Rovesti 

GIAMBANCO, Inc. 
904 Madison Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn. 06606 

Please send my nai:f Silvergrafia Plaques as indicated below at 
$189 .00 each. I understand that due to the limited edition, this 
order is subject to availability. Should the edition be already 
closed upon receipt of my order, I will receive an immediate 
refund. 
D De Agostini D Donati D Rovesti 
All items postpaid. If not satisfied, I understand I may return 
these items within 10 days for prompt refund. 

D I enclose check for $----~----,--------
( Conn. residents please add 7 % sales tax.) 

Please charge my D BankAmericard D Master Charge 

Supply all information in raised figures on your card, including expira
tion dace. If Master Charge, include 4-digic I ncerbank number. 

Signature _____________________ _ 
(if charging) 
Name _______________________ _ 

( please print) 

Address-------------------

City Srate ___ Zip __ _ 



Gall bladder operation, 1950: $361 

Gall bladder operation, 1960: S660 

Gall bladder operation, 1970: $1,397 
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What we can do to change 
ihe course of medical history. 

Since 1950, the cost of a simple 
.11 bladder operation has risen from 
1ational average of $361 to $2,208. 

If the trend continues, it could 
· over $2,950 by the year 1985. 

You can't afford that and neither 
nwe. 

That's why all of us-doctors, 
spitals and patients alike- have 
nply got to work together if we're 
Ing to hold the line on health 
·e costs. 

Together, we have a chance. 

Ways to use medical services like 
rve never used them before. 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
ns in many areas, working with 
:tors and hospitals across the country, 
1e introduced a number of programs 
t can help slow down the rising 
ts of medical care. 

There's a program available that 
>ws qualified patients to be 
:barged from the hospital sooner
:hey get needed medical service 
l do more of their recuperating at 
ne, at far less cost. 

Under another new program, 
1e surgical patients scheduled for a 
pital stay can have lab and X-ray 
s done as outpatients. Instead of 
ting in a $130 a day room for test 
1lts, the patient can return home 
ven go back to work until the tests 
m. 

A third cost-cutting program 
ws certain kinds of surgery to be 
:ormed on an outpatient basis. 
:ing the patient back home the same 
is not only easier on him, it's 
er on his pocketbook, too. 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
1s are also working with doctors' 
ew committees to help make sure 

that the medical care people are getting 
and paying for is the kind they really 
need. It's a cooperative effort that's 
saving us all millions of dollars each 
year. And we're also working with 
various planning agencies to help make 
sure only needed services are available. 

What you can do to help. 
The closer you watch every 

health care dollar, the less increase you 
may have in th~ rates you pay for health 
care coverage. Ask for-and use-the 
cost-cutting programs we've described 
here. 

Because only if doctors and 
hospitals realize that you are as vitally 
concerned as we are, will these 
programs be offered and used on a 
widespread basis. 

You can also help by joining the 
more than 90 million people who 
subscribe to not-for-profit Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Plans. We annually 
return over ninety cents of every dollar 
paid in for the health care of our 
subscribers and n(;:!ver cancel a single 
person because of a poor health record. 

If you'd like to know more about 
what we're doing to hold down costs, 
and what you can do to help, write 
for our free booklet, "How All of Us 
Can Help Each of Us Hold Down 
Health Care Costs'. ' 

Together, we could change the 
course of medical history. 

•
·• ·· BlueCross . . Blue Shield ., 

Allofus 
helping each of us. 
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st~les lll li~in§ 

W hen we opened the front door, I noticed the 
archway and the hall going back with a view of a 
potential garden," says Martha Adams. "I told 

my husband that I would like the house if he would 
let me do two things - make three floor-length 
windows and remove the end wall of the enclosed 
screen porch.'' 

They have lived in that house with its lovely gar
den for five years and though the home seems com
plete, to the owners it is ''an ongoing project.'' In the 
first few months it was a project that consumed all 
their working hours. An able contractor 
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put up the egg-and-dart molding that Dr. 
Adams found when the old Baptist Hos
pital was torn down. The design replaces 
the crown molding in the sitting room, 
hall and dining room. The Adams' to
gether created and applied the 
"pseudo-paneling" in the more formal 
rooms. They nailed a plumb line up to 
the ceiling to get a true vertical line but it 
was tricky because the house had settled 
so much; they had to bring the line over a 
half inch. "Then," Mrs. Adams says, " I 
took a ruler and a pencil and followed 
along the way the string went and I drew 
shapes of various kinds, squares and 
rectangles and Julian came behind and 
measured the plywood and cut and 
glued every one. The first night we 
worked almost all night and put up all of 
three feet; but after we learned how we 
went really fast." They also put up the 
chair rail and added the rosettes. 

The mantelpiece is a real triumph. 
Starting with a mantelshelf and a straight 
wall, they brought the mantel out three 
inches and applied molding, rosettes and 
beading. The design was copied from the 
picture in Southern Interiors of the man
tel in the Thomas Legare house in 
Charleston. 

Another motif in many Charleston 
houses is the highly decorative, circular 
plaster design found in the center of the 
ceiling, usually above a chandelier. The 
Adams have two such motifs, one in the 
hall and one in the dining room. 

"We sent out for our Italian plasterer," 
Dr. Adams says. They ordered these 
papier mache designs, filled them with 
spackling compound and applied them 
to the ceiling. The Adams added some
thing of their own when they cut the 
papier mache and put a fan like portion 
above the entrance with the quarters in 
each corner of the ceiling like two very 
elegant cobwebs. In the hall Mrs. Adams 
has painted a fresco which resembles an 
arbor. A combination of oriental fretwork 
and classical designs, she executed the 
work in two shades of yellow. 

Of all the rooms in the house, Mrs. 
Adams considers the garden room the 
most successful. The porch once had a 
louvered door and three small windows. 
Now one entire wall opens on to the 
garden and two windows at the side of 
the house have been lowered to the floor 
and have a bright glass paneling. Mrs. 
Adams has recently added latticed bi
fold shutters she made. "You can have 
the whole thing open up," she says. "By 
making them bi-fold you can expose the 
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entire window." 
Aside from the windows and the slid

ing glass doors, the biggest change is that 
the Adams made a wall out of one of the 
doors from the living room to the porch. 

The mantel in this room comes from 
some friends ' house. It was stripped 
down to its natural wood and is now 
awaiting delft tiles - a far cry from the 
flat pink Florida brick and mantelshelf 
that they found when they first came. 

"What I wanted was a garden room, 
sewing room, library and music room," 
Mrs. Adams says. Magazines are on the 
white wicker table and in the Italianate 
periodical holder which belonged to a 
great aunt. " I can remember her," says 
Mrs. Adams, " thumbing through French 
books, scientific magazines and every 
kind of book review. " Some rolled-up 
needlepoint designed after the flowers in 
her garden lies on a white wicker rocker. 
Some records are on one of the white 
Parson's tables near the fireplace. Books 
rest on the bookcases they made. The 
furnishings are simple and light but in no 
way uniform, and though the sitting 
room and dining room are more formal , 
a cheerful eclecticism reigns. " The 
times,'' Mrs. Adams says, '' do not call for 
living in museums. I wanted a house that 
was not stuffy, where we followed no 
rule." So an eighteenth century secre
tary is near a reconstituted chest to which 
Adams added feet and brass fittings. A 
plant as tall as a small tree admires itself 
in a long mirror. Pictures, prints and dec
orative plates enhance the paneled walls. 
There is a bed in the garden room that 
serves as a settee and the Duncan Phyfe 
table in the dining room has an arrange
ment of mixed flowers, often in a huge 
straw basket. Also in the dining room is a 
chest on chest, a japanned clock case, a 
gaming table beneath an oriental screen 
and a charming small buffet found in the 
California desert, which Adams refur
bished, below a mirror. 

Architects use light in many ways. 
They channel it through openings and 
into spaces, mold it on the surfaces of 
mass by changes of plane and enliven 
form by contrast with shadow. Mrs. 
Adams uses light in her house. By de
emphasizing color - her walls are off
white with pure white trim to bring them 
out - and by using shutters instead of 
curtains, she maximizes the play of light 
and shadow allowing her several mirrors 
to hold and refract. 

Through the front windows the leafy 
magnolias and through her hall and sit
ting room and multipurpose garden 
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What's a 
business contact 

without 
real contact? 

If you expect to keep 
your head above water 

these days, not very 
much. Because, 

for building good 
solid business 
relationships 
and making 
things happen, 
almost nothing 

beats good old 
face-to-face contact. 
The fast, efficient way 

to make that contact is 
by letting Piedmont's wide

comfort 737 jets, which serve Florence, Greenville/ 
Spartanburg and Myrtle Beach, along with our efficient 
propjets from Charleston and Columbia, help you do it. 
At Piedmont Airlines, we know how important it is to spend 
your valuable time on effective in-person calls-not 
floundering around on the road. We want you to get where 
you're going on time, relaxed and ready to get things done. 
Got an important job to wrap up? Then, take us up. For 
information on service to 75 cities in 12 states and the 
District of Columbia, contact your travel agent or 
Piedmont Airlines. Most major credit cards 
accepted. 

/ 

-·-- . --...... --·-· ' ~ 
Piedmont flies 
where Ameri~=- h=a!'~nc_ 

FL1f PIEDlllODT 
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"Freedom Began In The Carolinas" 

LIMITED EDITION 
THE FIRST PLATE OF THIS BICENTENNIAL 

EDITION WAS PRESENTED IN CHARLOTTE, N. C., 
May 20, 1975, TO PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD. 

Plate is 10" in diameter 

the perfect gift and a must for all collectors! 

Freedom began in the Carolinas, with the Mecklenburg Declaration, May 20, 1775. It 
began with the major battles at Kings Mountain, Fort Moultrie, Cowpens and many 
skirmishes throughout the Carolinas. The plate is made for us by a 200 year old 
family-owned English firm , Wood and Sons, Ltd., in business when we were fighting 
the British. It's made of the finest English ironstone, wedgewood blue on white. 
Designed especially for this area by internationally famed artist, Harry K. Lange, (art 
director of the film, "2001 , a Space Odyssey"), the plate features the state seals, 
flowers and capital buildings of both North and South Carolina, as well as excerpts 
from the Mecklenburg and Congressional Declarations of Independence. The first 
plate in this limited series was presented to President Gerald R. Ford on May 20, 
1975, in Charlotte, North Carolina. To be sure you get one of these limited editions, 
be sure to send in your order now! $20 

Flea Market Imports 
P. 0. Box 448 
Greenville, S. C. 29602 

D Please send me D Bicentennial Plates at $20 each 
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Area Code 803 
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room is seen the profusion of her charm
ing garden. 

The garden , designed by Loutrell 
Briggs of Charleston, fills the 60- by 65-
inch area fitting snugly into the L-shape 
of the house. An allee leading from the 
street ends at a wrought iron seat. Ferns, 
fig vine and loquat trained to grow 
against the wall provide the prologue to 
the drama of the flowers which comes 
unexpectedly upon the visitor halfway 
down the allee. A complex play of form 
and color surrounds an oval of grass with 
a statue of a nymph at its apex. It gives 
the Adams "great happiness and a sooth
ing serenity." Using some very hardy pe
rennials and a scattering of the more un
usual ones, Martha Adams has suc
ceeded in having a garden full of blooms 
from March to November. She says pe
rennials make a much more challenging 
garden, and they last over the years. 
They have an interesting effect when 
planted with annuals in proper order as 
to height and sequence of bloom. For 
March-May bloom Mrs. Adams has 
planted tulips and Dutch iris. Violas, 
daisies and a border of candy tuft, blue 
phlox and sweet william bloom almost at. 
the same time. After the tulips are over, 
the garden becomes another scene, this 
time with foxglove , anemones and 
California poppies. At the end of May a 
completely different garden emerges: 
single hollyhocks, lilies, coreopsis, rare 
day lilies, Admiral Byrd daisies, stokesia, 
nasturtiums and rudbeckia. In mid-June 
are dahlias, phlox, impatiens, small red 
marigolds and ageratum. All of these will 
still be around when October chrysan
themums will join them. 

Much of this type of gardening is trial 
and error. In order to obtain continuous 
bloom, the gardener has to be rather 
cold-blooded as a perfectly healthy 
flower-laden nasturtium or viola plant 
must go if room is needed for a young 
ageratum. If a flame red phlox does not 
suit the color scheme, it goes to a 
neighbor' s garden in order to make 
room for the right color and then always 
hardier varieties are sought or a new 
hybrid that has just come on the market. 

Julian and Martha Adams seem to 
have succeeded in joining indoor and 
outdoor styles for natural and satisfying 
living. Adept at carpentry, decorating 
and gardening, they have made their 
home into a comfortable little castle. 

E. C. W. Manning is a French teacher 
and the wife of a Columbia attorney. 
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Deer-hunters' wives are special wives. 
I know - I'm one and Charlie re
minds me very often just how special 

I am. That's so I won't be quite as dis
satisfied when he takes to the woods 
every Saturday, every holiday and every 
other day an excuse can be found to 
hunt. I realize his compliments are a kind 
of flattery/ bribe, but if he's going hunting 
anyway, I may as well enjoy the kind 
words. 

Since I've been married to this fellow 
for a good many years, I've gathered 
some tips that I'd like to pass on to those 
of you who are less experienced than I 
am. Maybe you need to understand a 
little more about how hunters operate so 
that you can be ready for them. 

First of all, most hunters like to get 
started early on the morning of a hunt. 
You'll have to get used to your hunter 
suddenly jumping out of bed when the 
alarm rings on a hunting day. It's an in
teresting contrast to their groans of "It 
can't be time to get up" on working days. 
This early-morning hunting turned out to 
be a blessing in disguise for me. You see, 
when I first became this hunter's wife, I 
got up every morning to cook his break
fast. When hunting season rolled around 
he felt a little guilty about my rising so 
early on Staurdays just to fix something 
for him to eat before he departed, so he 
said, "If you'll show me how to operate 
the stove, where the pots and pans are, 
and where you keep the coffee, I'll fix my 
own breakfast." Needless to say, within 
30 minutes I taped a detailed chart of the 
location of almost everything in the 
kitchen to the cabinet door so he would 
not tip-toe into the bedroom at 4 a. m. 
whispering, "Sorry to wake you but I 
can't find ... " 

After three or four of his own break
fasts, my husband began to brag on his 
cooking. That was his downfall and my 
good fortune. After listening to Charlie 
bragging on what really good grits he 
could cook, and how he had learned to 
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Deer Hunters, and 
How to Tolerate Them 

scramble his eggs exactly like he wanted 
them, and how easy it was to fry bacon, I 
convinced him that he should treat him
self to these good breakfasts more often 
- like every morning. I don't think he's 
yet figured out exactly how he got the 
opportunity to fix his morning meals on 
the days his rise-and-shine time doesn't 
coincide with mine, but I know I have his 
deer-hunting to thank for that. 

You wives need to prepare for the 
opening day of hunting season as much 
as the hunters do. About six weeks be
fore the first hunt of the year, you should 
make up a fairly complete list of all 
household jobs and repairs that need to 
be done. At some appropriate moment, 
present the list to him and say, with a 
rather pitiful look on your face , "I do 
hope you'll be able to take care of some 
of these things before you start hunting." 
Most of the time this makes him feel sorry 
enough for the wonderful girl who took 
him "for better or worse" (which seems 
to cover deer-hunting accurately) to try 
to do at least some of the things you've 
mentioned. The very thought that he 
might have to miss a hunt because the 
sink is leaking or the air conditioner filter 
needs changing or the windowpane 
which has been cracked for months fi
nally broke out completely is usually 
enough to make him anxious to take care 
of these requests. 

Don't complain unnecessarily. Save 
the gripes until they can score a point. 
For example, only after he asks why his 
favorite hunting shirt hasn't been laun
dered since the last hunt should you 
bring up the fact that his deer hounds 
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have been keeping you awake at night 
with their incessant barking and you 
need to rest during the day. Timing is 
very important in order to make your 
point. 

Now about deer hounds - all hunters 
don' t have them. Usually five or six 
people in a particular hunting group will 
provide the dogs for the hunt. But I 
would suggest that you encourage your 
hunter to volunteer to keep some of 
them. Then if he starts to complain that 
you are spending too much money for a 
new dress, or new hair style, or for some 
other "woman-type" thing, you can al
ways say, "But I don't spend any money 
for dog food or shotgun shells.'' That will 
probably be the end of the discussion 
because he's not about to admit how 
much it costs to take care of these crea
tures all year long. 

However, you must be aware of the 
fact that after most hunts the dogs get 
lost. This means the hunters have to 
spend the rest of that day and usually 
part of the next day looking for these 
animals. You may even be invited to go 
along to hunt for the dogs which have a 
spot in their hunter's heart very near to 
the spot you occupy. Only you can make 
up your mind whether you like to sit in a 
vehicle watching your breath vaporize 
on a cold morning, while the man in your 
life blows some strange-sounding horn 
that is supposed to be a signal to the dogs 
that their master is looking for them. 

You see, you don't actually have to 
learn a thing about this sport to be consi
dered a confidant. I don't even know a 
shotgun from a rifle, but I have perfected 
an "attentive look " Work on that, so 
you can give the appearance of listening 
to epic tales of hunters confronting great 
herds and failing to bring home any 
prizes, while planning car-pools and 
menus for the coming week 

Now I must warn you that you will 
have to make a special effort to under
stand the reasoning of a deer hunter. It 
follows this pattern: 

Insect bites aren't uncomfortable; 
seats in a movie theatre are. It's not too 
rainy to hunt; it is too rainy to clean the 
garage. Standing on a deer stand is relax
ing; standing in line to get into a restau
rant is outrageous. Seeing snakes is not 
unnerving; having to stay indoors with a 
house full of children is. It's not too ex
pensive to buy a complete outfit espe
cially for this sport; it is too expensive to 
turn on an outside light just because you 
hear a noise. 

Honestly, though, I guess the deer 
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hunter who takes care of me isn' t all that 
bad because even if what I want is un
comfortable, expensive, or outrageous, 
he' ll usually go along with my requests to 
take me to a movie, clean the garage, 
turn on an outside light, or go out to eat 
- unless it's time to go hunting. But 
since a deer hunter isn' t likely to give up 
the sport just because it's not his wife's 
idea of fun , don't waste any breath pro
testing. I just console myself by remem
bering that while my hunter doesn' t get 
carried away by thoughts of a shopping 
trip he doesn't fuss if I want to go. I 
probably come out on the better end of 
that deal because I can always bring 
something home when I go shopping. 
Most of the time he comes home from a 
hunt empty-handed. It all balances out. If 
you have entered into holy matrimony 
with a true deer hunter, you may want to 
do as I do. When he leaves on the morn
ing of a hunt, say, "Be careful," and turn 
over for a few more hours of warm, bliss
ful sleep while he braves the cold, hard 
elements of nature. 

Harriet Lancaster Hutto is a free-lance 
writer from Holly Hill. 
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indian 
summer 
a boutique devoted 
to the individual in 
eve,yone! 

handcrafted jewel,y, 
rugs and art from america 's 
original craftsmen -
the american indian. 

distinctive items 
of apparel for ladies and gents; 

GET YOUR 
KIT TOGETHER! 

With a Frostline easy-to-make sew-it-yourself outdoor equip
ment kit . This is your chance to build in quality you won 't find in 
factory-made equipment and save 30%-50% of the ready made 
price . Frostline kits include everything you need to make a down 
or polarguard sleeping bag or parka, tent, backpack and more . 
We even include the thread! All you need is a home sewing 
machine . With the detailed step by step instructions , even a 
Beginner can make any of our kits . 
We guarantee it! 

Pick Up A Free Catalogue Today 

MBIA TENT and AWNING COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

CANVAS PRODUCTS 
13U ROSEWOOD DRIVE•COLUMIIIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 

Authorized Dealer of !iliat/1Jm J1ts ··-·-·-
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palmetto profiles 

Nancy Ricker Webb: Artist 

N
ancy Ricker Webb's grandmother 
gave her a palette of watercolors, 
showed her how to hold a brush 

properly and let her alone to paint. She 
was four years old. Now, 5,000 paintings 
later, the self-taught artist from Beaufort 
is one of the most outstanding water
colorists in the Southeast. Her scenes of 
the South Carolina coast are being ac
quired in this country and in Europe for 
their illusive sense of ocean atmosphere, 
as well as graceful interpretation of form. 
Mrs. Webb's work is represented in col
lections of several museums, univer
sities, major public collections and has 
been reproduced internationally. 

Four generations of artists in the family 
gave Nancy Webb an inherent ability for 
painting, but she gave up several at
tempts at formal lessons when she 
realized she was " too set in her ways," 
even as a teenager, to learn another 
method. " I keep the most unconven
tional palette . .. just a pane of glass. 
Believe me, if I ever washed it, I could 
never get my colors right again! I drove 
the art teachers crazy." 

The Rickers , who nicknamed the 
younger of their two daughters 
" Pickle," owned a motel and restaurant 
near Beaufort where the young artist 
spent many hours sketching and color
ing. A guest in the motel , Dorothy 
Doughty, played an influential part in 
Pickle's artistic development. The 
tweedy Englishwoman, famed for her 
porcelain birds, fascinated her protege 
by making crepe paper models of the 
most delicate proportions for the trea
sured figurines. Pickle watched and pried 
and tagged along learning an everlasting 
lesson in attention to detail still carried in 
her work today. 

With the lightest touch and lightning 
speed, the 32-year-old mother of two 
young boys works four to eight hours a 
day painting and has regulated her work 
schedule to allow time for painting every 
day for the past nine years. A separate 
studio near her house allows her the 
freedom to work and look after the chi!-
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dren. "I had a gallery downtown, but I 
wanted to be at home with the boys. I like 
the idea of a shop so that my work is 
available to the public, though, because I 
paint ordinary pictures for ordinary 
people." 

Using "ordinary" to describe her own 
work is typically unassuming, but many 
fellow artists find the Webb technique 
much too sophisticated to copy success
fully. The sense of movement in the 
clouds and grasses of her seascapes is 
particularly compelling. She says these
cret was to learn to paint them "the way 
they grow and the way they blow." 

She expanded her range of subjects in 
later work to include old homes and 
churches as well as botanical subjects 
and animals, which she feels is a healthy 
change from the confinement of doing 
only oceans. Her entry in the Beaufort 
Art Show last year of a weather-beaten 

abandoned house took two top honors. 
" I'd really like to outfit a van or bus and 
go to Europe to paint. I'm going to pack 
up the boys and do that someday." 

Nancy Webb whistles through her 
teeth and fastens her large round eyes on 
the end of a sable brush to start yet 
another scene of rolling clouds and wav
ing marsh grass. ''There are artists whose 
work I've admired for years who are now 
starting to notice my painting. I've come 
to this in my own way and yet, I feel like I 
am just beginning." 

Nancy Ricker Webb is, in some ways, 
a loner in the art world. She learned by 
herself and works independently, but the 
appreciation for life in her paintings 
shows the eye the heart is not alone. 

Sally Wells Cook is a free-lance writer 
from Camden, now living in Richmond, 
Va. 



A lice Gallman considers herself as 
" the kind of person who aims at one 
thing until it is accomplished, then 

moves on ahead." She has done a lot of 
aiming and a lot of moving ahead. 

A nursing supervisor at S. C. State 
Hospital in Columbia and the mother of 
eight children, Mrs. Gallman was once a 
third-grade dropout. She returned to 
formal education as an adult on a bet 
from her employer. 

In the small community of Buffalo in 
Union County, Mrs. Gallman was the 
daughter of a sharecropper. She drop
ped out of school because, "there were 
no buses for blacks at that time and the 
state did not provide books. We used to 
sell blackberries in the summer to make 
money to buy school supplies. But cold 
weather and insufficient clothing in 
winter forced us to stay home, and after 
the third grade, I dropped out of school 
to work on the farm chopping cotton." 

She, eight brothers and sisters and 
several cousins were reared by her 
grandmother in a three-room house. At 
14 she married and when her grand
mother died she and her husband 
moved to another farm. 

"The owner of this farrn seemed to 
take an interest in the children of the 
sharecroppers. He would let us drive his 
horses, brought us books and in his own 
way would hold classes to teach us 
things. We didn't realize it at the time, but 
he had a big impact on us and many of 
'his children' later went on to college," 
she recalled. 

Although Mrs. Gallman never consid
ered college to be within her own grasp 
throughout her childhood and young 
adult life, she did strive to instill in her 
own children the desire to gain an educa
tion. While working in her home to send 
her children to school - she once had 
two children attending South Carolina 
State College at the same time - she did 
upholstery work, sewing and making 
drapes. She even worked as a carpen
ter's helper once on a construction job. 

"I did anything that would let me keep 
those kids in college. I've always thought 
that I would make the job and not let the 
job make me. I always used the job as a 
stepping stone to a better way of life for 
me and my family," she said. 

Her own return to formal education 
came while she was working as a maid 
and chauffeur for Mrs. Lillian Rose, who 
challenged her to take a correspondence 
course in dressmaking and design. "She 
told me that if I succeeded in passing the 
course, she would pay the fee, but if I 
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Alice Gallman: Nurse 
failed, then I would have to pay for it out 
of my wages. I just made up my mind 
that she would have to pay for that 
course and as it turned out, she did." 

Mrs. Gallman credits Mrs. Rose more 
than any other person with getting her 
back on the road to learning. ''She 
helped me understand what my poten
tials were; she gave me self-confidence 
and above all, she challenged me. " 

With the success of the correspon
dence studies and at Mrs. Rose's urging, 
she approached the Union County 
School Board and asked permission to 
attend Sims High School to prepare for 
the General Educational Development 
High School Equivalency test. Six 
months after her enrollment at Sims, she 
was visited by the chairman of the school 
board who asked her not to take the test. 
Instead he urged her to continue in 
school and earn her diploma with the rest 
of her class. Accepting his offer to stay, 
Mrs. Gallman became the first partici-

pant in an experimental pilot program in 
comprehensive adult education in the 
state. 

Officials pointed to her achievements 
as an inspiration to other school drop
outs and attracted the attention of then
Gov. Robert E. McNair who studied the 
program as a model for a statewide com
prehensive adult education program. 

Mrs. Gallman said that her graduating 
class was among the best ever to attend 
Sims High School. "We had a common 
goal and that was to learn. I attribute a lot 
to the other students in the class; if they 
had not accepted me, it could have been 
a disaster. But they were always helpful, 
and many of them later went on to col
lege. Many of them now have their mas
ter' s and doctor's degrees.'' 

Graduating from high school in June 
of 1967 was just another stepping stone 
for Mrs. Gallman. Securing a loan from 
the bank in Union, she enrolled in a nurs
ing program at the Union Branch of the 
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University of South Carolina in the 
spring of 1968. Later that year she trans
ferred to the Spartanburg branch of USC 
and later did her internship in nursing at 
Spartanburg General Hospital. 

Of course, since she had seen four of 
her children through college, it became a 
family project to put Mom through col
lege, too. 

Looking back on her achievements, 
Mrs. Gallman recalls, " Every step was a 
challenge, but if it had been less than a 
challenge for me, I might not have made 
it." 

Having graduated in June, 1971 from 

USC, she has continued to improve her 
nursing skills by earning certificates of 
proficiency in endocrinology, diabetes, 
intensive-coronary care and intravenous 
therapy. 

" I'm still climbing," she says, "and I'm 
attracted to challenges that will help me 
improve myself, but I'm really not out to 
prove anything to anyone other than 
myself. " 

Gary Dickey is a free-lance writer from 
Lexington. 

Ethel Simpson: Explorer 

I 
n 1967, Ethel Simpson of Green
ville , toured the world, studying 
"miracle" wheat in India, visiting 

primitive villages in the Philippines, dis
cussing religious philosophy in France. 
Several years later, she canoed down the 
treacherous Chattooga River. She has 
hiked in the mountains of North 
Carolina, walked miles along her native 
South Carolina beaches, explored na
ture trails and traveled extensively in 
other parts of the United States. Ethel 
Simpson is in her early 70s. 

Exploring new fields has always ap
pealed to Miss Simpson. During World 
War I, as a young college graduate, she 
left the sheltered life of a minister' s home 
to work as a clerk in Washington. 
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"We were caught up in the excitement 
of wartime Washington, " she said. "Al
most every morning we saw President 
Wilson passing by and often attended 
meetings where members of the cabinet 
were present. But after two years my job 
seemed a dead end and I felt the need to 
be more involved with service to others 
so I came home to South Carolina, 
taught math for a while, worked at Fur
man and then for thirty-five years served 
as executive director of the Greenville 
Young Women's Christian Association.'' 

The YWCA gave Miss Simpson's 
pioneering spirit the most satisfying ex
pression. She steered the organization 
through the Great Depression, maintain
ing the ability to provide meals for 10 and 

25 cents to business and industrial girls 
and offering them clean, protected, in
expensive lodging. During her adminis
tration the YWCA' s doors were opened 
to integrated groups, and for years it was 
the only place where blacks and whites 
could eat together. 

She was director when the Y estab
lished the first camp for girls in the nearby 
mountains. She led the YWCA in locat
ing new facilities in the '40s and in con
structing new buildings in the '60s, giving 
young women a chance to gain leader
ship experience while operating pro
grams in those buildings. 

" In those early years, sometimes the 
staff was so small that I did everything 
from helping organize the board to clear
ing new ground," she recalls. "Occa
sionally I experienced discrimination be
cause of my sex, especially in community 
funding when the salaries of men execu
tives exceeded mine even though they 
carried far less responsibility." 

Since her retirement, the service and 
pioneering motifs continue in Miss 
Simpson's life. She helped establish a 
Natural History Association in Green
ville, served as an officer on the Green
ville Senior Center Board, and is in de
mand as a speaker on Carolina wildflow
ers. Furman University has honored her 
with their distinguished alumna award 
and twice she has been chosen woman 
of the year by local civic groups. 

Her home reflects her interests - a 
little duck made in a woodcarving class, a 
collector's book on wildflowers, a vase of 
mountain greenery, a drawing by her 
kindergarten-age great-niece, a copy of 
Heilbroner' s The Human Prospect. 

"I think that older people must work to 
keep friendships alive, not just sit back 
and expect someone else to do it. And I 
believe that everyone should continue to 
have some responsibility. A person may 
say, 'When I retire, I just want to be free 
of all responsibility,' but all of us need 
obligations - for ourselves and for 
others," she says. 

She does, however, temper the bur
den with the right to choose the obliga
tion. 

"If I, for instance, get to Heaven and 
Saint Peter should say, 'Come in Ethel, I 
want you to help me promote a pro
gram,' I would just say, 'Thank you, but I 
believe I'll just go the other way.' " 

Virginia Davis is a free-lance writer from 
Greenville. 
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Staunch Friends of Government 
by Marjorie Lord 

W hen the British required men to be
come members of the militia or 
urged them to join the provincial 

corps, those who joined the British were 
not necessarily loyal to the Crown. Many 
only appeared sympathetic to the British 
attempts to subdue the area and the 
British commanders knew this. The ex
tent of the loyalty of some people can be 
attested by the statements in claims they 
made for recompense from Britain after 
the Revolution. 

Generally, the Back-Country Loyalist 
was foreign-born and a recent immigrant 
from overseas or another American col
ony. These Loyalists appear to have 
joined the British because of family at
tachments and the desire to protect the 
bounty lands they had received. When 
compared to the overall number of 
South Carolina claims and distribution of 
the population, there seem to have been 
few Loyalists in the Back Country; that 
many of them were of doubtful loyalty 
can be seen by their conflicting actions 
during the Revolution or by the fact 
many returned after the war. The small 
number of claims filed with Commissions 
of Inquiry in London and Canada indi
cate that there were few supporters of the 
Crown in South Carolina by the time of 
the Revolution. Loyalists who left the 
state after the collapse of the Royal gov
ernment made particular note of their 
departure on their claims. They believed 
their refusal of allegiance to the state 
government enhanced the possibility of 
their claims being approved. Claims 
were made by those with large holdings 
and very modest estates. Even heirs filed 
claims based on the loyalty of the dece
dents. 

South Carolina Loyalists filed 320 
claims in London and Canada. That total 
in South Carolina represented less than 
three percent of the population. The 
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This cartoon, which appeared in a British 
newspaper, reflected the feeling that the vic
torious Americans would begin a large-scale 
slaughter of Loyalists. Of course, it never 
happened. The Loyalist on his knees Is say
Ing "Cruel Fate! Is this the return for our 
loyalty?" 

Back Country, which had well over 
one-half the population, presented 
claims of only 13 percent of the over-all 
total. The small number of claims refutes 
the conclusions of those who say the 
Back Country people were loyalists dur
ing the Revolution. 

Forty of these claims list birthplace or 
country of emigration. The majority of 
these claimants were born outside the 
colonies and those listed as American
born arrived here from Virginia. In 
Canada, Loyalists filed 19 claims, repre
senting three Virginians, two native sons 
of England, one native Scot, one native 
Irishman and 12 native Germans. In the 
offices of the London Commission of In-
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quiry, 24 petitioners submitted claims -
two Virginians, two native Britons, nine 
native Irishmen and 11 assorted other 
naturalized citizens. The German-born 
claimants all had small holdings, from 
100 to 400 acres. The Irish-born claim
ants' holdings varied greatly. 

Loyalty to the Crown was rooted in 
the close family relationships in the Back 
Country. The surnames, areas of settle
ment, internal evidence of the claims and 
other information indicate that brothers, 
father-son relationships and ties by mar
riage played a part in loyal sentiment. 
Many claims show that these people 
were in South Carolina only a few years, 
thus having no deep-rooted ties to the 
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Col. William Washington 
scared Loyalist Henry 

Rugeley and I 03 soldiers 
into surrender with a log 

disguised as a cannon. 
For obvious reasons, 

Lord Cornwallis said that 
Maj. Rugeley would never 

become a general. 

province except the desire to protect 
their property titles. All the German 
claimants had arrived in a group and 
received bounty land in 1765 at Lon
donborough in the Ninety Six District. 
Three other claimants indicated they 
came to South Carolina before 1765, 
three came between 1765 and 1770 
while six settled in South Carolina after 
1770. No definitive conclusions can be 
reached from these statistics because 
nearly half the Back Country claims did 
not state specifically when the individual 
arrived in South Carolina. 

Some Back-Country Loyalists were 
taken prisoners at the battle of Ninety Six 
in 1 775 and were sent to the Charleston 
jail by the state forces under Col. Richard 
Richardson. But during 1 776, when the 
British assaulted Charleston and the 
Cherokees overran the borders, some of 
these same men fought with Williamson 
against the Indians, thus being on the 
American side. 

When the British arrived in the Back 
Country they were disappointed to find 
so many men of rather unsettled loyalty. 
A dismayed Nesbit Balfour wrote to 
Cornwallis that he could not " find a 
single man for militia officer of property 
or consequences who had not been in 
rebel service." Patrick Ferguson stated 
that when the Provincial government 
took control in 1 775, the Loyalists would 
"slurr over the exceptionable part of the 
state oaths which literally almost 
everyone of them have been compelled 
to have administered to them. " He had 
satisfied himself that they were truly loyal 
but had been under duress from the state 
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government. That Ferguson had been 
deluded soon came to light. For instance, 
a Col. Floyd was considered "a staunch 
friend of government, having been jailed 
in Charles Town by the state govern
ment" presumably because of his loy
alty. The British appointed him colonel 
of a regiment during the occupation and 
his son a captain in spite of the fact that 
the men were usually allowed to choose 
their own captains. Between the time this 
regiment was formed and July 20th, Fer
guson had to report that " Colonel 
Floyd's regiment near the Catawba has 
turned rebel except for 60 men; and the 
other two regiments between the 
Wateree and Congaree Rivers are also 
much against us." The unstable loyalty 
exhibited by Floyd's men was wide
spread and required the British to lower 
their standards for officers in order to fill 
the positions. Although the British had 
attempted to determine loyalty based on 
past behavior, they soon realized they 
would have to modify this and base loy
alty on future behavior. This left the 
British commanders rather insecure, not 
knowing whether the Loyalists could be 
counted on when needed. 

Many of the men who accepted mili
tary positions did so in an effort to save 
their property in the face of the British 
confiscation policies ordered by an act of 
Parliament Dec. 31 , 1775. Some of the 
wealthy Back Country people probably 
took an active military role with the 
British to insure their property as had 
some of the Low Country families . Maj. 
James Wemyss stated that "many men 
want only to save their estates." There is 

ample evidence that this was true in the 
Back Country. Some of the prominent 
people were able to argue convincingly 
that they were loyal although they be
came so only after the British arrived in 
1780. 

One who was able to convince the 
British of his loyalty was Henry Rugeley. 
He is included among the Back-Country 
Loyalists because of his services there 
and his large property in the Camden 
District. Evidently Rugeley made his liv
ing chiefly through his large enterprise at 
Clermont plantation on Granny Quar
ter' s Creek which contained not only a 
three-story house, but "a saw mill, a 
three-story grist mill with two pair of 
stones, two betting mills, water wheels, 
and a tannery." He had an even larger 
home on the Charleston " Neck" 14 
miles from the city and this property was 
on a grander scale than his Back Country 
plantation. 

Rugeley' s brother, Rowland, had 
been a member of the Royal Council in 
1769. Disregarding the fact that Row
land had also been in the state Provincial 
Assembly in 1775 for the Saluda to the 
Broad River District, the British made 
Henry a major. Lord Rawdon, com
mander of the Camden fort when 
Cornwallis was not in residence there, 
appointed a Rugeley conservator of the 
peace for Camden. Whether this was 
Henry or Rowland is not clear. 

The inhabitants were not impressed 
by Henry Rugeley' s rank of major in the 
new loyal militia. They remembered an 
episode in May 1780 when John Rut
ledge fled north from Charleston when 
the British took the city. On May 27 he 
stopped at Clermont for the night. Not 
only did the Rugeleys wine and dine him 
but warned him in the middle of the night 
that British forces under Tarleton were 
near. Rutledge was thus able to hurry on 
his way and remain out of the British 
reach. The community was well aware of 
this kindness which the Rugeleys had 
shown Rutledge. 

The Waxhaw settlement did not take 
the proclamation seriously and tem
porized with the order to turn in all their 
arms. So Rawdon sent Maj. Rugeley with 
orders that ' 'if they refuse they are to be 
executed if they secrete either arms or 
ammunition." Many of the men fled 
rather than give up their weapons and 
the area remained disquieted even 
though British forces were sent among 
the people from time to time to discour
age uprisings. 
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Rugeley proved ineffective as a British 
officer. In late fall of 1780, Col. William 
Washington and a company of cavalry 
went to Clermont to engage the forces 
under Rugeley. Rugeley and 103 men 
guarded a fortified building, probably the 
grist mill, with an abatis making it im
pregnable to cavalry assault. The Rebels 
fashioned a pine-tree trunk to resemble a 
cannon and pulled it into view of the 
defenders. This "Quaker" cannon so 
frightened the men that all 103 surren
dered with Rugeley without a shot being 
fired. If Rugeley' s loyalty was not in ques
tion, his military acumen (or eyesight) 
certainly was. In disgust Cornwallis wrote 
to Tarleton saying " Rugeley will never 
become general if I can help it. " 

Whatever the demerits of Rugeley' s 
military prowess or his loyalty, he did not 
hesitate to file a very large claim as a 
Loyalist. He went to Jamaica when the 
British left Charleston in December 1781 
to await the outcome of his claim. His 
solicitors in London kept pressing for a 
settlement and even indicated that 
Rugeley was sent back to the colony by 
his creditors, who did not believe he 
would be harmed, to recoup as much 
from the new state as he could. Had 
Rugeley been an ardent Loyalist he 
would not have been allowed back in the 
country but would have had his estates 
permanently confiscated. As it turned 
out he not only returned to South 
Carolina after the war but resided at his 
Clermont plantation until his death, ever 
a respected citizen of Camden. 

Another Back Country man ap
pointed an officer in the loyal militia by 
the British was James Cary who was 
listed as "a planter" on his claim. He had 
over 2,200 acres in various parishes but 
claimed St. Mark's as his home. His 
house on the Wateree River, south of 
Camden, was fortified. He was of an En
glish family well-respected before the 
Revolution when he was selected to lay 
the Back Country's grievances against 
the colony's General Assembly before 
the King and Parliament during the Reg
ulator movement. He did not make the 
trip after the Colonial government 
agreed to redress the grievances. 

Cary had served as colonel in the First 
Regiment, Royal Militia in 1770, and was 
justice of the peace for Craven County, 
1770-71. In spite of these honors which 
indicated his loyalty to the Crown, he 
appears to have had mixed feelings re
garding the political situation. In April 
1780, his name appears on a "Pay Bill of 
Artificers and Labourers employed in 
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ABOUT NOW, there are quite a few log 
trucks in Middle Tennessee. We apologize 
for the inconvenience. 

Come November, a Tennessee maple is lowest 
in sap. (So it's perfect to burn into charcoal 
for mellowing Jack Daniel's.) And we pay 
premium for all wood brought in at this time 
of year. Of course, with so many log trucks 
poking along, we get 
some complaints from 
Tennessee drivers. But 
as long as we keep 
getting this sap-free 
hard maple, we don't 
expect many from 
Tennessee drinkers. 

CHARCOAL 
MELLOWED 

6 
DROP 

6 
BY DROP 

Tennessee Whi skey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Disti llery 
Lem Matl ow, Prop , Inc , Lynch bu rg (Pop 361) , Tenn . 37352 

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government. 
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Sherman and the 
Burning of Columbia 

by MARION BRUNSON LUCAS 
Foreword by BELL I. WILEY 

Do you believe that General William Tecumseh Sherman ordered 
the burning of Columbia, South Carolina, on the night of February 
17/18, 1865? Do you believe there was an organized effort by the 
Union army to burn and loot the city? Or do you believe that the 
conflagration was an accident of war resulting from misjudgments 
and errors by both sides? 

The burning of Columbia has been a subject of controversy for 
over one hundred years. In this book Marion B. Lucas, a native of 
Ward, South Carolina, attempts with scholarly dispassion once and 
for all to find out what really happened in Columbia. His findings 
may be surprising, for his presentation of the evidence lets the 
blame fall on those who deserve it, whether Northern or Southern. 
6x9. 208 pp. Appendixes . Bibliography. Index. $10.95 
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Erecting the Works for the Defences of 
the Magazine at Camden." At this time 
the Back Country was taking precautions 
in the event the British were successful in 
their spring foray into the state. Camden 
was a strategic point in the line of defense 
in the Back Country, and the people in 
Camden were well aware of its impor
tance should the British occupy the state. 
Therefore, the powder magazine was 
fortified. Cary's contribution to the man
power used in this project was no mere 
gesture to keep peace with his more 
independence-minded neighbors. He 
donated more days' work from his Ne
groes than even the arch-patriot Ely Ker
shaw. The Pay Bill listed 36 people, 
some of whom did not even live in the 
area but had business interests there. 
However, there were local men who did 
not aid the project at all. 

Once the British arrived in Camden, 
Cary was commissioned a major by 
Cornwallis and posted at his own home 
on the Wateree River, now called 
"Cary's Fort." On Aug. 14, 1780, two 
days before the battle of Camden, 
Thomas Sumter and his men attacked 
the fort and captured 30 defenders and 
their commander. The prisoners were 
taken across the river and were being 
marched north when Tarleton and his 
British Legion attacked Sumter at Fish
ing Creek and retook the prisoners on 
Aug. 18 , 1780. Shortly thereafter , 
Cornwallis mollified the embarrassed 
major by upgrading him to colonel in the 
loyal militia and conservator of the peace 
for the Camden area. Thus he became 
senior in rank to Henry Rugeley who had 
been so ineffective in the Waxhaws. 
Whether this had any bearing on 
Rugeley' s later behavior in the en
counter with Washington is not known, 
but it is likely that he must have felt 
slighted to have the position of conser
vator taken away from him. 

James Cary does not fit the picture of 
Loyalists who filed claims in Canada. 
Cary was neither poor nor ignorant. He 
was, apparently, a very cautious and 
methodical man - and a lucky one, for 
he was one of the few Loyalists who 
could support his claim with all his deeds 
and papers corroborating his list of prop
erty. This was a remarkable feat in those 
chaotic days. 

Other Camden District residents 
agreed to aid in fortifying the powder 
magazine and several of these reaffirmed 
their allegiance to the Crown, but only 
after the fall of Charleston. Among this 
group were Joshua and Robert English, 
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the latter commander of the First Regi
ment, Camden, in 1781 under the 
British. He eventually left South Carolina 
although his brother Joshua remained 
after the Revolution even though he had 
been a captain in the same British regi
ment. Other loyalists who signed the 
"Pay Bill of Artificers" include Jonathan 
Belton and John Adamson. The En
glishes, Belton and Adamson were all 
related by marriage . The English 
brothers married sisters of Adamson. 
Belton married a sister of the Englishes. 

John Adamson, although in the British 

Up Country. He migrated from Virginia 
after the Seven Years' war. His land 
holdings were small until after the British 
conquered Georgia; from his Loyalist 
claim it appears he began to acquire a 
great deal of land beginning in 1779. He 
had made his living as a miller. He stated 
that he helped raise a number of men for 
the British endeavor at Savannah in 
1779. Captured by the Americans and 
jailed at Ninety Six under sentence of 
death, he was released April 3, 1 780. 
After the fall of Charleston he emerged 
again as a Loyalist and became a major 

in July 1 780. He was then appointed 
colonel in the loyal militia and later 
claimed he raised 500 men for the Cam
den battle. However, Cornwallis' cor
respondence indicates Gibbes had 13 of
ficers and 50 men. His claim was settled 
for approximately one-half the re
quested amount, plus 1,000 acres of 
land in Nova Scotia in the Rawdon tract 
and a half-pay pension. 

Robert Cuningham was an uncom
promising loyalist from Virginia, who set
tled in the Ninety Six District. He was 
jailed for sedition in 1 775 but Up Coun-

militia after the fall of Charleston, had ~------------------------------
such skill in adhering to his duty to the 
Crown while maintaining the respect of 
the community that his estate was only 
temporarily confiscated by the Jackson
boro Assembly. There are many stories 
of how he ameliorated the suffering of 
the people in his area. One notable event 
concerns the Bratton family in the 
Waxhaws. 

In June 1 780, Lord Cornwallis had 
sent a notice to men who had left South 
Carolina rather than submit to the British 
that they should return to gather the 
crops without fear or interruption. With 
this promise some of them returned in 
early July. When these men returned, 
Capt. Christian Huck was sent from 
Rocky Mount with a detachment of 
mounted militia to rout the returnees on 
the pretext they were preparing to fo
ment a disturbance. Huck stopped at the 
Brattons' in York and Mrs. Bratton was 
threatened with a reaping hook by one of 
his men. Lt. Adamson beat him from the 
porch with his sabre. Later, when Adam
son was injured from a fall from his horse 
during " Huck's Defeat," Mrs. Bratton 
saved his life from rebel retaliation by 
citing his protection of her the day be
fore . Adamson was taken into the house 
and nursed until paroled to Lord Raw
don. Although the details of this story 
may not be accurate, the British recog
nized the unusual rapport between the 
people and Adamson. Rawdon tried to 
capitalize on it by requesting that Adam
son be formally exchanged in military 
fashion so he would be free to recruit 
instead of maintaining a non-combatant 
status as parolee . Adamson was 
reinstated in the good graces of the state 
and returned to his business in Camden 
in 1 783. He resided among his former 
rebel neighbors until his death in 1816. 

Zachariah Gibbes was one of the few 
known native Americans who submitted 
a Loyalist claim from the South Carolina 
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try feeling persuaded the Council of 
Safety in February 1776 on his oath not 
to take up arms against the Provincial 
government. Cuningham re turned 
home, but the Whigs of Ninety Six Dis
trict were unhappy to have him back in 
their midst. When he attempted to join 
Andrew Williamson's command in the 
expedition against the Cherokees in 
1776, he was rejected because the 
Americans felt they could not trust him. 
Although he brought only a few men 
with him when he was commissioned a 

captain by the British in 1780, he later 
attained the rank of brigadier general 
thus becoming " a man of conse
quence," which seemed to be his goal in 
the Rebel service. He resettled in Nassau 
after the Revolution with grants of land 
and nearly complete compensation re
quested on his claim. His three brothers, 
however, remained in South Carolina 
after the war. One of his daughters mar
ried a son of Richard Pearis. 

Irish-born Richard Pearis was an In
dian trader from the Enoree River area of 
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Ninety Six District and had been disin
terested in the Revolution until his trade 
was affected. He turned Loyalist because 
the Indians were allies of the British in the 
Revolution. He had signed a false af
fidavit stating that the ammunition which 
the Provincial government was sending 
to the Cherokees in the Fall of 1775 was 
to be used against the Loyalists. This 
would have been a laughable assertion 
except for the tenseness of the times. 
Both he and a son were captured at the 
battle of Ninety Six in 1775 and released 
in 1776 by the Council of Safety. The 
British made Pearis a captain in 1 780, 
before they became aware of his "in
famous character" as Balfour put it, and 
"unworthy and indifferent character" as 
Innes described him in their communica
tions to Cornwallis. Pearis was eager to 
be the one to whom Gen. Williamson 
had to surrender in revenge for the lat
ter' s rejection of him in earlier rebel ser
vice. Fortunately Balfour found out 
about the animosity between the two 
men and averted bad feelings by sending 
Col. Innes who had a higher rank, more 
in keeping with the military stature of 
Williamson. Pearis had large land hold
ings in the Ninety Six District and left an 
Indian squaw with his " natural-born" 
son while he went to Florida as captain in 
the Loyalist Refugees in 1 777. His claim 
was settled for one-third the amount re
quested and he resettled in the Bahamas 
with a pension of 70 pounds per annum. 
His claim states he was born in Ireland, 
but the Chesney Journal information 
taken from the audit office in London 
states he was born in Virginia. It is possi
ble that one claim is for the father, the 
other for the son, both having the same 
Christian name. 

Another Irish immigrant was Alexan
der Chesney who arrived in South 
Carolina in 1 772, with his parents and 
younger brothers and sisters. The family 
settled in the Ninety Six District among 
their relatives from Ireland. He served 
under Thomas Sumter against the British 
in 1777. It is hisJourna/ which affords so 
much information about other loyalists 
as well as recounting Chesney' s service 
in the British military and later civil ser
vice in Ireland. Chesney went with Gen. 
Williamson against the Cherokees in the 
summer of 1778, and again in 1779, 
when the South Carolinians went to aid 
Lincoln against the British in their efforts 
to capture Georgia. Although he had 
been several times with the state troops, 
Chesney asserted he was a true Loyalist 
and had assisted several Loyalists to es
cape from South Carolina to go to 
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Florida where they could join other 
South Carolina Loyalists in the British 
service. Why he did not go with them 
instead of pointing the way is not made 
clear. His loyal service dated from 25 
June 1780, under Ferguson' s militia 
plan. His claim said he spied for the 
British, fought in many battles and was 
wounded at King's Mountain - ''which 
did not prevent me from doing my 
duty," he wrote in his journal. In spite of 
his "wound" he escaped after his cap
ture at that battle, trekked back over 150 
miles to his home where he hid out for a 
month "not knowing where there were 
any British troops." After Morgan' s 
Cowpens victory in January 1781 , 
Chesney felt it advisable to leave this 
dangerous area. He took his young wife 
and infant along with two male cousins to 
Charleston. 

Chesney was able to secure employ
ment as an overseer on a sequestered 
estate. He transported his few goods on 
the two horses the rebels did not take 
from him. This was exceedingly lucky, 
for Morgan's men had taken all his pro
duce for the rebel service prior to Cow
pens but had left two more valuable 
items - the horses. Such an oversight is 
difficult to believe. After his wife died 
Chesney sailed back to Ireland leaving 
his motherless child with the maternal 
grandparents who were "sympathizers 
of the rebels. " He shortly remarried and 
pressed his claim with great vigor. His 
affidavits of meritorious service to the 
British finally convinced the Commission 
of his ardor for the cause; however, in 
May 1783, he wrote in his Journal that 
he 

sent Mrs. Chesney some small sum 
of money encouraging her to hope 
for better times; and that from the 
appearance of things it would not be 
necessary to return to America as 
some were doing on chance think
ing they could not be worse off: 
which was partly my intention be
fore I came to London. 

There are several other Back-Country 
Loyalist claims and at least 20 out of the 
42 loyalists on record served with the 
British in some military capacity accord
ing to the claims. The cases cited above 
are typical of the whole and many show 
that loyalty to the Crown was often 
tempered by individual self-interest. The 
British made use of whatever measure of 
loyalty the various individuals showed, 
but the arrogance in taking supplies from 
the inhabitants, the lack of control over 
plundering by the British military and the 
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viciousness of the troops made the posi
tion of the Loyalists embarrassing to say 
the least. 

Many South Carolina Loyalists re
turned to take up their lives in the same 
area in which they served during the Re
volution. They were generally men of 
long residence in the state who had both 
financial and family ties here. Knowing 
that the British required military service 
of all those men who did not flee from the 
state during the occupation, the people 
allowed Loyalists to return after the state 
had modified the Confiscation and 
Amercement act of 1782, enacted by the 
Jacksonboro Assembly. Many returning 
Loyalists were taken back into the social 
orbit they had occupied before the war. 
Their family ties proved to outweigh 
military activity often engaged in during 
the exigencies of the times. There were 
others, however, who had acted so in
temperately they were not allowed back 
into South Carolina regardless of their 
family standing, and although perhaps 
returning to America , resettled 
elsewhere. 

Throughout the whole state of South 
Carolina there were only 239 Loyalist 
estates confiscated and 4 7 amerced at 12 
percent by the Jacksonboro Assembly. 
Their status was changed on an indi
vidual basis by the later acts of the legisla
ture so that by 1784 nearly one-half the 
estates on the original list had been re
stored to the former Loyalists or to their 
heirs. The estates not returned were sold 
by the state often for a fraction of their 
estimated value. The small number of 
people considered true Loyalists by the 
proceedings of the Jacksonboro Assem
bly indicates that although most of the 
men of military age served with the 
British due to the militia program and 
various orders in the field they did so not 
through individual political conviction 
but from duress. It is interesting to learn 
that the Loyalists who filed London 
claims used this same duress argument in 
excusing their support of the state gov
ernment after 1775. Although there 
were some true Loyalists, even those 
who filed claims were not as loyal as the 
British could have expected, thus most of 
the claims accepted were settled for 
much less than the amount requested. 

Marjorie Lord is the wife of frequent con
tributor Francis A. Lord and a writer in 
her own right. This is an excerpt from "a 
book in search of a publisher," she says. 
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REMEMBER MY HORSE 

Remember my horse r u n n 1 n g 
over the plains of your eyes. 

Remember my horse walking 
at the foot of quiet mountains. 

Remember what we said: 
"Moons of forever, guarding 
sacred seeds, 
bless this interlude." 

Remember my horse dancing 
at the edge of our lives. 

Who will listen 
later to the sound of larks 
and the magic spun here? 

Who will admire love 
as yet unborn? 

Remember this horse 
hurting. 
Lost in a wake of words 
Silence scratches deep. The angle of riders 
in the long approaches to noon 
wear elliptical traces. 

Open-up the SKY 
drink in this sacred day 
feel cool wet grass 
(beneath moccasined feet) 

Remember faces 
stretched across 
rhythms of the earth. 

Remember 
dream wheels 
turning. 

Remember 
the "living tree. " 
harbour our strength 

For only YOU 

and the shadow your name defines 

bring LIGHT 

Remember my horse. 

-Percival R. Roberts, III 
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Hitchhiking Ghosts 

I t is perhaps inevitable that the au
tomobile would come to be as
sociated with ghost lore. According 

to twentieth-century ghost lore, a certain 
type of spirit, the hitchhiking ghost, is 
now standard in the folklore of some 
regions. 

Mack Brown, a native of Kingstree and 
now director of auxiliary services at Mid
lands Technical College in Columbia, 
remembers accounts of a hitchhiking 
girl-ghost along the roadside in a for
merly swampy area near Lake City, in 
lower Florence County. 

" It was a long time ago when I heard 
stories about this ghost," Brown recalls. 
" In each incident involving the hitchhik
ing girl, she was said to be traveling south 
out of Lake City toward Kingstree. She 
would enter the automobile of an ac
commodating motorist , mention a 
specific address in the Kingstree area, 
and ride along appreciatively as the' 
driver took her to her specified destina
tion. On arrival, the spectral hitchhiker 
would alight from the car, thank the 
motorist for the lift- then promptly van
ish into thin air. Of course, the weird 
events of this type usually occurred at a 
late-night hour." 

At least Brown's hitchhiking-girl ghost 
is reported to have ridden all the way to 
her designated destination, but not every 
hitchhiking ghost does. In fact, some 
spirits of this nature have actually disap
peared from the rear seats of au
tomobiles shortly after the drivers had 
picked them up. 

Perhaps the best-known example of 
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the early-disappearing hitchhiker in 
South Carolina is the so-called "swamp 
girl ," who stays near the Wateree 
Swamp, located on Highway 76 be
tween Columbia and Sumter. In fact, 
Nancy and Bruce Roberts, two ghost 
hunters of considerable regional fame, 
deal with this apparition in their book 
Ghosts of the Carolinas . According to the 
narrative thread, a young girl dressed in 
black, carrying a suitcase, is picked up on 
the road in an unspecified swamp one 
night by a Land Bank employee and his 
wife, after spotting the girl in the beams 
of their auto headlights. The hitchhiker 
enters the rear of the two-door sedan 
and mentions a Pickens Street address in 
Columbia as her destination. As they re
sume the ride, the wife attempts to en
gage the hitchhiker in conversation. Re
ceiving no reply, the wife looks back at 
the rear seat, only to discover that the 
passenger has vanished - along with 
her traveling bag. The frightened man 
rushes his hysterical wife to a Columbia 
hospital, where doctors place her under 
sedation and assure the husband that 
there is nothing alarming about her con
dition. While waiting for the effects of his 
wife' s sedative to wear off, the man de
cides to visit the Pickens Street address to 
see what he can learn. At a very late 
hour, he succeeds in arousing a young 
man who, sleepily opening the front 
door, says, "You needn't tell me what 
brought you here. You came to report 
you picked up a young girl in the swamp 
and she vanished." 

The astounded Land Bank employee 

can only nod in agreement. 
The youthful resident of the house 

then informs his visitor that the spectral 
hitchhiker is his sister, fatally injured 
three years previously in an auto acci
dent in the swamp while en route to visit 
her ailing mother at a Columbia hospital. 
And the young man says that other 
motorists have had the same experience 
with his sister's ghost, each event having 
occurred on the anniversary of the fatal 
car wreck. 

In Jamestown, N. C. a variant of this 
type of ghost appears - again in the 
form of a young girl - at night at the 
corner of an underpass, which was the 
scene of a fatal auto accident. The 
Jamestown ghost, however, has not 
usually been reported as having been 
picked up by motorists. Apparently, she 
just makes her presence visible and re
mains at the location. 

Not long ago, a most unusual example 
of the hitchhiking ghost appeared to the 
Rev. Bill Jamison and his wife, Charlene, 
who were traveling between Tupelo, 
Miss. and Memphis. The Jamisons' 
ghostly passenger just suddenly 
materialized in the rear seat of the auto. 
The Jamisons had not even stopped to 
pick her up. She turned out to be an 
older woman who was ill and anxious to 
reach her daughter' s home in Memphis. 
When the auto stopped at an intersection 
on the fringe of Memphis, the Jamisons 
discovered that their rear seat was 
empty. The passenger had vanished as 
quickly as she had appeared. The Jami
sons did not realize they were dealing 
with a ghost and conjectured that the 
lady had entered their car unnoticed 
when they stopped for gas between 
Tupelo and Memphis. They turned 
around and retraced their route, thinking 
the passenger had accidentally fallen 
from their car without their knowing it. 
But they could find no trace of her. Re
turning to Memphis, they drove to the 
specific address mentioned by the wom
an. At the residence, a tearful young 
woman informed them that their pas
senger had been the ghost of her mother, 
who had been deceased for six months 
and had appeared to other motorists in 
the same manner. This event is also 
chronicled by Nancy and Bruce Roberts 
in their book This Haunted Land , pub
lished in 1970. The team of ghost hunt
ers call their version of the incident "The 
Haunted Car." 

Addison Barker is a free-lance writer 
from Florence. 
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To 
Every Tree 
There Is 
A Season 
Photographic Essay by 

Mary Charlotte Pierce 
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Mrs. Motte 9 s Near-Sacrifice 
British reinforcements were on the way and Francis Marion, the "Swamp Fox", 

and Light-Horse Harry Lee had to capture Ft. Motte. The fort had been the home of 
Rebecca Motte, a widow who strongly supported the American cause. Lee and 
Marion decided they would have to burn down the fort. Gen. Lee was nervous about 
asking Mrs. Motte for permission to set fire to her home. When he told Mrs. Motte 
what he and Marion wanted to do, she said that she would do anything to help her 
country and she even gave Lee the bow and arrows to start the fire with, saying that 
she would watch what was going to happen with delight. 

But now, as she watched the American soldier draw back his bow, with the flaming 
arrow aimed at her house, she was not too sure about her choice. Would the house 
burn to the ground, leaving her homeless and destroying all her personal posses
sions? 

Arrows flew - first to one part of the roof, then to another. Surprised British 
soldiers rushed up to put out the fire but were driven back by American gunfire. The 
British commander surrendered and both sides helped to put out the flames. 

The house was not badly burned. Later that night Mrs. Motte invited the officers of 
both sides to dinner, where, as one American officer wrote later, "Britons and 
Americans mingled together, in smiles and cheerful chat, like brothers." 

Illustration by Pelham Erd 
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La Belle Marie: 
The Final Chapter 

by Elizabeth Boatwright Coker 
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T he often barely discernible, always 
startling detective trails leading to the 
unmasking of the real Marie Boozer 

were incredible; not the least being that, 
after coming on this, 

"Miss Boozer is now the Countess 
Pourtales. '' 

James G. Gibbes in the 
Philadelphia Times 
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I was unable to find out anything more 
about the beautiful Boozer until the book 
was in the galley proof stage. 

Simkins and Patton in The Women of 
the Conj ederacy had swallowed false 
facts from the Augusta Chronicle of Sep
tember 18, 1927, which reprinted an 
undated obituary by D. A Dickert of 
Newberry: 

The subsequent career of Mary 
Boozer, according to this authority, 
was even more glamorous than her 
war-time activities, and doubtless 
without parallel in the annals of the 
women of South Carolina. 

The obituary described her years up to 
the time she married Count Pourtales 
and then went on to say, 

"She continued her daring adventures 
in Japan, whither she and her hus
band soon sailed, her charms ensnar
ing a number of important officials in 
the Mikado's government. Divorced 
by the French ambassador, she mar
ried the Japanese Prime Minister, 
who, finally wearying of her continued 
indiscretions, had her thrown into 
prison and beheaded." 
But to me this was beyond credence, 

even after reading the lurid little red 
book, written in 1915 by none other than 
University of South Carolina history pro
fessor Dr. Yates Snowden. The professor 
titled his tome Countess Portales, A 
Checkered Life, and manlike , Dr. 
Snowden hid behind a pseudonym, sign
ing the book "Felix Old Boy." 

Dr. James Babcock of the State Hos
pital, on a trip to Europe, made an effort 
to follow up the Pourtales story after the 
Chronicle's obituary, but he only got as 
far as Russia. 

One woman, whose mother had sat 
between Marie Boozer and Buck Preston 
in school, said her mother told her that 
Marie eventually married the sultan of 
Turkey. Jealous of Marie, the sultan cut 
her heel strings so she could never run 
away from him. She grew enormously 
fat and was carried about on a golden 
cushion by four handsome Greek 
eunuchs. 

Somebody else said Marie went off to 
Africa and became a Zulu. The Zulus, 
who treasured her, reluctantly did what 
was necessary to keep her forever. The 
"somebody" swore he'd personally 
seen Marie's shrunken head with all its 
glory of golden hair on a tribal altar. 
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Several Americans who were in Paris 
in the late 1870s wrote of glimpsing 
Marie there , riding with a gigantic, 
bearded man in a showy Russian equip
age that attracted considerable attention 
in the Bois. Was he the Grand Duke 
Nicholas? We'll never know. 

It remained for Gilbert A Cam, execu
tive assistant of the New York Public Li
brary Reference Division, to discover in 
the Almanack de Gotha, an account of 
the death of "Marie Boosier," wife of the 
Comte de Pourtales. 

TheA/manack listed Marie as "of New 
Orleans, La." Julian Selby, editor of the 
Columbia Phoenix and Marie's neighbor 
in her childhood, declared Marie told 
him she did this because nobody in New 
Orleans could tattle tales of either her 
Columbia or her New York shenanigans. 

Then, after the book came off the 
press, everything I had been unable to 
unearth about Marie dropped around 
my head. 

Of greatest portent were Marie' s own 
letters, which her niece sent me. These 
began after Marie became a countess. 
The particulars of her marriage cere
mony with the count remain in the 
shadows but her emergence into the in
ternational beau monde was brilliant. 

Count Pourtales was a distinguished 
nobleman, the French minister of foreign 
affairs. Marie's letters are written from 
Marseilles, the Island of Java, Tokyo, 
Shanghai, her mother-in-law's Chateau 
de la Corbiere in Switzerland , 
Guatemala, England, Sicily, Rome and 
other exotic places. They are lively, spir
ited accounts of cities and customs of the 
late 1800s. Charming, fashionable , 
questionable and famous faces moved in 
Marie' s crystal mirrors but she was al
ways eager for news of her sister's family 
and the friends of her past life in Colum
bia and New York 

The late Samuel Gaillard Stoney of 
Charleston, who helped me enormously 
in researching La Belle sent me - alas 
too late to be included in my book - the 
following: 

129 X Tradd Street 
Charleston, S. C. 
December 8, 1959 

From: The Puppet Show of Memory, 
by Maurice Baring (1922) 

Time: 1898-1900. Baring was at the 
British Embassy. 

I got to know a great many French 
people, and some of those who had 
been famous in the days of the Second 
Empire: Madame de Galliffet and 
Madame Pourtales. Madame de Pour
tales had grey hair, but time, which 
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The Preceeding Chapters 
The story begins in December 1846 when David Boozer, a wealthy 

Newberry landowner and visiting lecturer in practical medicine at South 
Carolina College, is summoned to a Columbia boarding house to assist 
Amelia Burton, a Northern-born, twice-widowed, 16-year-old of dubious 
reputation, in giving birth to a child. Big Dave falls in love with the child 
and to protect her, he marries the mother. He takes them back to his 
plantation home in Newberry, adopts the child, changes her name to Mary 
(Marie) Sarah Amelia Boozer and makes her his heir. The marriage is a 
stormy one. In 1849 Big Dave dies of a gunshot wound, a supposed 
suicide but suspicion falls on Amelia. Amelia takes charge of Marie's newly 
inherited fortune , moves back to Columbia, marries Jacob Feaster of 
Fairfield and places Marie in a boarding school. She and her new husband 
move to Greenville. 

In 1856 Amelia decides to return to Columbia so that Marie can marry 
well. But, because of her reputation and style of living Amelia is not 
accepted by Columbia society, while Marie blossoms into a great beauty, 
becomes the belle of Columbia balls, and falls in love with Willie C. But 
the Civil War interrupts her genteel life when Willie C. goes off to battle. 
Marie discovers that her mother, a known Northern sympathizer, is also 
helping Union soldiers escape from the prison camps near Columbia. 

When Sherman's troops occupy Columbia, Amelia forces Marie to leave 
with her and they attach themselves to the army on its northward march. 

The two go to New York where Amelia's attempt to marry John S. 
Beecher, a wealthy bachelor, is thwarted when Marie reveals her mother 
has not been divorced from Jacob Feaster. Although shy, John Beecher 
begins courting Marie. Amelia and Marie are deeply in debt due to 
Amelia's extravagances and Marie marries Beecher. 

Shortly after her marriage she falls in love with Lt. Lloyd Phoenix, a 
naval hero. Their association and indiscretions become a social scandal. 
Marie, much in love, wants to divorce her husband but at the insistence of 
his family, Phoenix breaks off the affair and takes to the high seas. When 
he returns they resume their romantic liaison, drop their society friends and 
begin to associate with the cafe society. Marie' s reputation is soon in 
shreds and her husband, reaching the limits of his tolerance, demands that 
she break off the affair or the marriage is ended. Marie goes to Phoenix, 
who scorns her affections. Enraged, Marie pulls out a pistol and shoots 
him. The wound is superficial but the affair is over and again he sails for 
Europe. Marie follows and they resume their tempestuous affair as part of 
the Paris demimonde. Beecher institutes divorce proceedings and Phoenix, 
not relishing a role as corespondent in the case, again deserts her. Marie 
becomes friends with Cora Pearl, a famous Parisian courtesan and mistress 
of Prince Napoleon. Cora and Marie go to St. Petersburg at the invitation 
of Grand Duke Vladimir of Russia. The Duke also falls under Marie' s spell 
and gives her several pieces of jewelry to wear to a grand ball at the 
Imperial Palace. But when Marie is presented to the emperor he recognizes 
the jewelry as belonging to the empress. Vladimir conveniently vanishes 
and Marie, branded a thief, is ordered out of Russia. She pursues Phoenix 
to England, accompanied by Cora Pearl. After a fight with their landlord 
Marie and Cora Pearl are arrested, fined and exiled. Marie returns to Paris 
where she receives a letter telling her her mother is dying of cancer. Sailing for 
New York she meets the Count Arthur de Pourtales-Gorgier, a French 
diplomat she had known slightly in Paris. Her mother dies while Marie is 
en route home. 
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had taken away much from her and 
stamped her with his pitiless seal, had 
not taken, and was destined never to 
take away the undefinable authority 
that alone great beauty possesses, and 
never loses, nor her radiant smile, 
which would suddenly make her look 
young. 
Once at a party in Paris many years 
after this, at the Jaucourts' house, I 
again saw Madame de Pourtales. It 
was not long before she died. Her hair 
was, or seemed to be, quite white, and 
that evening the room was rather dim 
and lit from the ceiling: her face was 
powdered and she appeared quite 
transfigured: the whiteness of her hair 
and the effect of the light made her 
face look quite young. You were con
scious only of dazzling shoulders, a 
peerless skin, soft shining eyes, and a 
magical smile. She put out everyone 
else in the room. She looked like the 
photographs of herself taken when 
she was a young woman. One saw 
what she must have been, and every
body who was there agreed that here 
was an instance of the undefinable, 
undying persistence of great beauty 
that just when you think it is dead, 
suddenly blooms afresh and gives you 
a glimpse of its own past. 
Reggie Lister told me that he had once 
asked Madame de Pourtales what was 
the greatest compliment that had ever 
been paid her. She said it was this: 
Once in summer she had been going 
out to dinner in Paris. It was rather late 
in the summer, and a breathless even
ing. She was sitting in her open car
riage, dressed for dinner, waiting for 
someone in the clear daylight. It was 
so hot she had only a tulle veil around 
her shoulders. While she was waiting a 
workman passed the carriage and 
when he saw her stood and gaped in 
silence: At last he said: "Christu! Que 
tu es Belle!" 

Dear Elizabeth: This is our gal! 
Sam 

In 1921 Ethel Reed had a letter from 
Marie's son by her New York husband. 
Preston Beecher held a position with 
Lloyds Agency, in Havre, France. His 
home was in Paris. 

"My mother's close friend, Jenny 
Jerome, the daughter of her old friend 
and neighbor in New York, Leonard 
Jerome, married to Lord Randolph 
Churchill, died a few months ago in 
London. I frequently see my mother's 
second husband, the Count de Pour-

tales, who lives not far from where I do 
and is of course a tie that links me with 
the past. Although about 77, he is a 
very handsome and distinguished 
man. In fact, he is a gentleman of the 
old school in every respect. I also saw 
my mother frequently before her 
death. She grew very thin and did not 
eat much, but still remained a coquette 
in spite of her wrinkles, and rebelled 
very hard against growing old.'' 

Finally, a letter from Count Pourtales 
to Mrs. B. R. Wilson, the former Ethland 
Brooks Feaster, daughter of Amelia Seas 
Feaster and half-sister to Marie. 

Consulate General Tunis 
of Austria Hungaria March 16th '08 
Dear Madam: 
Yours of Feb. 23d reached me here, 
where I have come to spend a couple 
of months near my daughter, after the 
cruel shock and irreparable loss that I 
have sustained. 
I am much touched by the expression 
of your sympathy and by the nice 
things you say about poor Marie, but I 
am afraid you were still too young 
when you left her to have been able to 
appreciate all her great qualities .... 
You tell me, in your letter, that Marie 
was born on the 28th of February 
1848. Are you quite sure? Years ago, 
she wrote to your father who told her 
that the Family Bible mentioned that 
she was born on the 28th of February 
1850. 

Believe me, dear madam, 
Yours sincerely, 

Pourtales-Gorgier 

So actually Marie died surrounded by 
pomp and circumstance and love in a 
swansdown bed in a bona fide castle in 
Florence, Italy in January of 1908 and 
was buried in an ancient cemetery 
among her peers. The published list of 
guests at her funeral included, as Marie's 
mother, Amelia, would gloatingly have 
said "the creme de la creme" of Euro
pean aristocracy. 

I'm not sure I would have dared be
come so familiar with Marie as I did had I 
been aware of her grand finale. Not 
knowing whether it was the golden cush
ion or the shrunken head or the Mikado's 
axe-man kept me racing on with breath
less anticipation. But what a joyous 
triumph to have my hunch all along vin
dicated: Marie Boozer of Columbia, 
South Carolina, was La Belle and hardly 
a hussy at all! D 
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bicentennial intelligencer 

The Anderson College Tours 

A 
nderson College began the Bicen
tennial early - in May, 1975, when 
a group of 37 people, 25 of whom 

were Anderson College students, 
trekked from South Carolina to Mas
sachusetts. On the trail these "South 
Carolina Colonials" visited Monticello, 
Jamestown , Washington and points 
north and historical. 

Virginia is Thomas Jefferson country. 
Therefore the Colonials took the chance 
to savor the visible contributions of the 
author of the Declaration of Indepen
dence: Monticello, the University of Vir
ginia and the state capitol, all designed 
by the versatile Jefferson. In Richmond 
they visited St. John's Church, the walls 
of which echoed Patrick Henry's immor
tal clarion, "Give me liberty or give me 
death. " 

When the group left Charlottesville 
and Richmond, they presented their 
hosts with flag sets, pamphlets and South 
Carolina crafts, courtesy of John Hills of 
the S. C. American Revolution Bicen
tennial Commission and Hurley Badders 
of the regional commission. 

The next stop was Jamestown and the 
group walked to the very landing where 
the Susan Constance, the Discovery and 
the Godspeed reached these shores. 
Then they toured Williamsburg, the re
stored village and its replica of the Gov
ernor's Mansion. 

In Jamestown they received the word 
that Theodore Marrs, director of the Na
tional Bicentennial Commission, would 
meet three student representatives. The 
group named James Plowden, Patti Phil
lips and Polly Prevost as delegates. On 
the way to Washington the Colonials 
stopped off at Pohick Church, where 
George Washington was a member of 
the congregation, and Mount Vernon. 

In Washington the group met with 
Sen. Ernest Hollings and Sen. Strom 
Thurmond. After a tour of museums and 
monuments, the trail led still further 
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Old North Bridge 
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Williamsburg Pillory 

north - to Hartford and New Haven, 
Conn. There they visited Yale University 
and the homes of Mark Twain and 
Nathan Hale. 

The seventh day of the tour was, ap
propriately enough, a Sunday. This gave 
the group a chance to attend the Found
er' s Day colonial observances at the 
Providence , R. I. Baptist church , 
founded by Roger Williams in 1639. It is 

Longfellow's Home 

Churchill Downs 

the oldest Baptist church in America. 
In Boston the group hit the Freedom 

Trail and saw Old North Church and Old 
Ironsides. The stop in New York gave 
them a chance to take in the city before 
retreating upstate to Tarrytown and the 
home of Washington Irving, Sunnyside. 
The tour ended with trips to Indepen
dence Hall, Betsy Ross' House, Benja
min Franklin' s grave and the Liberty 
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BUILDING 6923 N. TRENHOLM ROAD 

This prestigious new office building is located in Northeast Columbia, the 
fastest-growing section of Richland County, adjacent to the new Colum
bia Mall. Centered in Columbia's finest residential area, yet convenient to 
1-20, U. S. 1, 1-77, S. C. #555 and 277 Freeway. Eighty-one parking 
spaces and no traffic problems. You may custom design your own suite 
of offices-from 1,000 to 15,000 square feet. Make your business move 
in the right direction-put your Columbia office at 6923 N. Trenholm. 

Atlantic Casualty & Fire 
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Convert your patio into a beautiful screened TROPIC AIRE patio for family recrea
tion, dining and entertaining friends. We use only the finest workmanship and 
materials to give you a home improvement you 'll enjoy for years to come! 
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SEE OUR WORK-TALK WITH OUR CUSTOMERS BEFORE YOU BUY! 

• Carports • Patio Covers 
• Brick/Concrete Work • Storm Doors/Windows 
• Awnings • Carport Screen Enclosures 

CALL US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE-796-3237 / IN SUMTER 481-8632 

Tropic Aire 
1069 Harbor Road (Hwy 378 & 1-26) 

West Columbia, S. C. 

Bell. After weeks of traveling 2 ,800 
miles, it was good to be back home. 

That first tour had been so successful 
that another group decided to strike out 
through the Midwest and South in May 
of this year. Twenty-one "Pioneers" set 
out for the "Heartland of America." 

Kentucky and Tennessee, the early 
pioneer states, offered a chance to see 
Stephen Foster's home in Bardstown, 
Ky., and Churchill Downs in Louisville, 
as well as Andrew Jackson's home ''The 
Hermitage," the Upper Room of the 
Methodist Publishing House and old Ft. 
Nashboro in Nashville. 

Across the Mississippi in St. Louis, the 
group spent its first evening at a dinner 
theatre aboard the Goldenrod, a steam
boat built in 1909. They went to Ulysses 
Grant's birthplace and the home of 
Eugene Field, the children's poet. Up the 
Mississippi in Hannibal the Pioneers 
toured Mark Twain's birthplace and, one 
rainy afternoon , explored the Mark 
Twain cave, spiritual birthplace of Tom 
Sawyer and Huck Finn. 

Independence, Mo. is the home of the 
Truman Library, and the Eisenhower 
Museum at the president's birthplace is 
in Abilene, Kan. This trail led westward 
to the National Cowboy Hall of Fame in 
Oklahoma City. 

The group headed south to Mississippi 
to visit William Faulkner's hometown 
Oxford, where they were guests of the 
University of Mississippi. They were in
vited to Memory Lane, home of Mrs. 
John Faulkner, the widow of William's 
brother. They also visited the home of 
Theora Hamblett, the distinguished 
primitive painter. 

The itinerary after Oxford included 
Jackson, Vicksburg and Natchez, and 
then New Orleans, where the visitors 
were steeped in the French culture and 
cuisine of the "Paris of the South." The 
4,000 mile, 14-state, 16-day tour con
cluded in the first capital of the Confed
eracy, Montgomery, Ala. , where the 
group visited the George Washington 
Carver Museum at Tuskegee Institute. 

Anderson College plans to offer an 
alternating schedule of tours, one primar
ily historical, the other primarily literary. 
These American Heritage tours, the col
lege feels, offer a chance for people to 
personally explore the cultural and his
toric roots of the country. 

Jean Brabham McKinney is a free-lance 
writer from Anderson. 
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- Lewis D. Moorhead 

M 
asters Country'' lies several miles 
south of Anderson on S. C. 81 , a 
stretch of open farmland on the 

outskirts of a surburban industrial area. 
Many years ago the present Masters farm 
was part of an early plantation covering 
several thousand acres. The locality is 
identified today by an old-time general 
store sitting placidly beside a blacksmith 
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Above, the original Mar
shall Masters store, 

across the street from the 
present store. Right, an 

early view of the store. 
Note the gas pump at the 
left of the picture - and 
the sign, asking cash for 

gasoline and oil. Preced
ing page, Marion Masters 
Campbell, in front of the 

corn mill and blacksmith 
shop. 

shop in a little world of its own. 
The peaceful country scene never fails 

to pique the interest of the traveler who 
sees it for the first time. Predictably, he 
will stop for a closer look. Within minutes 
he will head for the door to look over the 
bushel baskets, old wooden barrels filled 
with farm tools and other reminders of a 
by-gone era lining the narrow front 
porch. 

Colorful Masters Store, with its double 
bay windows, worn wooden floor, an
tique fixtures darkened by age and open 
shelves laden with nostalgic merchan
dise, is a thriving business. The setting is 
genuine, for Masters Store represents the 
survival of an institution that played a 
vital role in development of the South 
Carolina Up Country. Today its tradition 
is being preserved by Masters descen
dants representing fifth and sixth genera
tions. 

The first country store on Masters land 
is believed to have been established dur
ing Anderson County' s founding years, 
or soon after the first of the clan, Elias 
William (Billy) Masters, migrated from 
Virginia through North Carolina and set
tled as a young man in a fertile region 
south-southwest of Anderson village. 
The crossroads store was one of numer
ous neighborhood enterprises estab-
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lished by the gentleman planters of the 
nineteenth century for the benefit of 
plantation workers and the small inde
pendent farmers. 

The hard-working farm families made 
few trips to the village and relied upon 
the country store for most of their farm 
and home supplies. The plantation grist 
mill, blacksmith shop, tanyard, lumber 
mill and wagon shop could take care of 
other needs, but the country store was 
the community center. Farmers' wives 
exchanged news over its counters with 
their neighbors; men gathered around its 
pot-bellied stove to talk farming and poli
tics or engage in a friendly game of 
checkers on cold winter days. The aroma 
of fragrant spices, tangy apples, fresh
ground coffee and pungent leather per
meated the store. 

Billy Masters was typical of the Up
Country planters whose initiative and en
terprise helped develop early agriculture 
and business. His leadership role passed 
on to his sons Hillory and Priestley, 
skilled brickmasons and farmers. Several 
early churches and other structures built 
by the Masters brothers are scattered 
over Anderson and Abbeville Counties. 
One of them is Hillory Masters' home, 
built of home-made, sun-cured brick, 
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The tobacco shop, with cigars, pipe 
tobacco and snuff. Other old
fashioned wares line the shelves. 

which still stands not far from his birth
place. 

At the outbreak of the Civil War Hillo
ry joined Confederate forces and spent 
four years on the battlefield. He returned 
home to rebuild his wasted land, open 
two cotton gins operated in conjunction 
with other enterprises and eventually in
vest in Anderson's first cotton mills. 
(Several large industrial plants now oc
cupy former Masters land, providing 
employment for thousands and con
tributing substantially to the Anderson 
economy.) 

Hillory lived to the age of 90, watching 
a third generation grow up and continue 
farming the ancestral acres which were, 
in turn, handed on to the fourth genera
tion. Around the turn of the century two 
of Hillory' s grandsons, Marshall and 
Claude Masters, opened a country store 
in the vicinity of Gluck Mill (now Wel
lington). Located on the main road south 
of Anderson near two farm communities 
the store soon developed into a large 
mercantile business which was operated 
in conjunction with a corn mill , a 

blacksmith shop, a coal yard, a stockyard 
and a wagon and buggy shop. 

In horse and buggy days Masters Store 
sold saddles, bridles, horse collars, plows 
and other hardware as well as bagged 
fertilizer; household wares, ranging from 
crockery and china to iron cookpots and 
zinc washtubs, included churns, 
kerosene lamps, lamp wicks, quilting 
materials and clothes for the entire fam
ily. The store sold milk from their farm, 
fresh churned butter, fresh eggs, hoop 
cheese sliced to order, barrels of flour, 
Masters pork sausage and other fresh 
meats and big bags of coffee ground in 
the store's coffee mill. Luxury items in
cluded snuff, chewing tobacco, penny 
candy, barrels of crackers, apples and 
oranges. 

When Claude Masters went away to 
World War I Marshall K. Masters con
tinued the business alone. Sitting before 
his cluttered desk at the front of the store 
he embodied the sentiment expressed in 
a well-known poem, "Let me sit in a 
house by the side of the road and be a 
friend to man." For nearly 50 years the 
personality of Masters Store reflected 
that of its owner who helped to solve 
many a personal problem and quietly 
provided financial support for many a 
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Charleston, South Carolina 

The Small Shop 
For The Best-Loved Babies 

And Little Children 

small business venture. 
During Masters' lifetime, tornadoes hit 

the area twice, and eventually he moved 
the store to a new location across the 
road. The automobile came and the road 
was paved. Accordingly, Masters added 
a gas pump, motor oil and axle grease. 
As the years passed most of the old store 
fixtures were replaced, but Marshall Mas
ters was a thrifty man who never threw 
anything away. The early showcases and 
the old butcher block, the coffee grinder, 
the cheese and tobacco cutters and the 
wooden fruit and seed stands were 
stored in the original building. 

When Masters died in 1966 his pass
ing could have marked the end of an era. 
People predicted that the store would die 
with him, for there were no sons to carry 
on the Masters tradition. However, there 
was a Masters daughter, Marian Masters 
Campbell, who, as the new owner, was 
to prove the prediction wrong. Shortly 
after Masters' death fire damaged the 
store. Before she started renovation Mar
ian took a critical look at prospects for the 
future and saw the need for a major 
change. Concerned with preserving the 
individuality of the store she decided that 
further modernization was not the an
swer. The answer was to turn back the 

clock. 
Soon afterwards Marian and her son 

Lawrence Campbell, who now manages 
the Masters farm , began a restoration 
project, doing much of the work them
selves. They decorated the interior to 
create an early American setting. The 
early fixtures were moved out of storage 
and returned to their time-honored 
places. Open shelves were stocked with 
a blend of old and new wares emphasiz
ing the past. The general store of years 
gone by came back to life as overalls, 
jeans, workshirts, long-handle under
wear, aprons, sunbonnets, sturdy boots 
and Brogan shoes reappeared. Famous 
Masters pork sausage, hoop cheese, 
herbs and spices, sorghum syrup and 
sassafras tea returned as specialties of the 
house. Glass dispensary jars filled with 
candy came back to the counter. 

When the store reopened the public 
responded with enthusiasm. The local 
business was brisk from the start; and 
within a few months the store's reputa
tion had spread throughout South 
Carolina and adjoining states. The de
licious pork sausage made on the Mas
ters farm is the store's biggest selling 
item. The demand reaches a peak during 
the Christmas season when hundreds of 
pounds, gaily wrapped and tied with rib
bons, are sold as holiday gifts. 

Three years ago "Marian's Corner," a 
gift shop offering antiques, novelty bas
kets and other unusual items, was set up 
in the front of the store. Another sideline, 
housed in the red-frame corn mill and 
blacksmith shop, is a small furniture 
business specializing in early American 
antiques. 

The restoration of Masters Store obvi
ously means more to Marian than pre
serving a family tradition or operating a 
growing business. The confirmation of 
her belief that people in this sophisticated 
age still have strong ties with grass-roots 
America and cherish the values for which 
it stands is an intangible reward. The nos
talgic little store might be described as a 
realistic tribute to the men and women of 
rural America who helped lay the foun
dation stones of a nation. If the spirits of 
Marshall Masters or any of his forebears 
watch over the store, they must feel very 
comfortable. 

Beth Ann Klosky is an historian and au
thor of The Pendleton Legacy and 
numerous articles. She lives in Ander
son. 
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W here Hardscrabble Road ends in a 

jungle of junked cars and re
frigerators, Starlie Smith Elliot lived 

in a small frame house with her mother, 
Betty, and younger half-brother, Timmy. 
Each weekday Starlie moved out among 
the ruins, her bookbag and brother in 
hand, to walk the half-mile to the high
way where school buses picked them up. 
Starlie was 13 and in junior high school, 
but Timmy was still a baby, in second 
grade, and he rode a different bus and 
got home earlier. 

When busing came to the area Starlie 
had been transferred from her rural 
school to one in town. Because she was 
half-Cherokee, with skin mellow and 
richly tan as fresh-planed butternut 
wood, the farther school had requested 
her for "ethnic balance." Timmy was 
from another of their mother' s affilia
tions, a blond and genuine Saxon, and 
he went to a nearby school where the 
only singling out he received was the 
indignity of being in the free lunch line. 

"Timmy, where are you? Don't you 
hide from me!" Starlie began searching 
for him when she came in from school. 
Having found him safely playing, or se
cure in some secret place counting his 
little hoard of money, she then checked 
on their mother. Betty had usually drunk 
herself to sleep by that time of afternoon, 
and Starlie spread a quilt over her, or got 
her awake and dried off if she was in the 
bathtub, her haven on wanner days. 
Betty was less than five feet tall, bone
thin, and Starlie, already a head taller 
and heavy for her age, did not have 
much trouble managing her. 

Then she and Timmy got quickly out 
of the house, walking back along 
Hardscrabble until they found a game in 
progress, or someone to climb with 
Timmy in and out of the gymsets of old 
appliances. Lately, Starlie had begun to 
grow self-conscious of her plump, chang
ing body and stood back while Timmy 
played. But even standing in the hot, 
inverted air of early autumn her heavy 
crow-black hair - often her whole body 
- went embarrassingly damp with 
sweat. 

"Where' s your teepee? Do you 
teepee?" one of the wiser boys taunted 
her until the younger children, even 
Timmy, joined in. 

In the mornings, Betty craved com
pany and a cigarette before she got up. 
Starlie dressed quickly and came in to 
talk until Timmy rushed in, tugging on his 
trousers. 
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"Mama, where's your soul been this 
time?" he asked eagerly. It was their 
ritual. 

Betty, her face flushed and ruddy, 
looked at the cracked ceiling, exhaling 
smoke slowly. 

"To Alaska," she answered finally. 
"Alaska! Tell me-," Timmy pleaded, 

leaping onto the bed with her, "what did 
you do?" 

"Well. . . ," she inhaled, deeply, 'Tm 
not sure, but I think I went riding with 
someone, in something strange ... not a 
car. .. " 

"A dog sled?" Timmy crawled up to 
the pillow beside her. "Mama, could it 
have been a dog sled?" 

"Well . . . ," Betty stalled, wrinkling 
her nose at Starlie and trying not to 
laugh, "I believe it might have been a 
dog sled, pulled by a lot of big . .. " 

"Big fuzzy dogs!" Timmy broke in, 
bouncing, beside himself. "Big fuzzy 
dogs like in a book at school - Mama, 
would you believe there are big fuzzy 
dogs like that, in a book at school? I've 
seen them!" 

But even as Timmy was talking, Bet
ty' s mood began to change. Pulling the 
covers up about her, she looked past him 
to the flapping curtains. The breeze blow
ing in had altered during the night, was 
growing colder. 

"Another winter!" she said suddenly, 
dispiritedly. 

Starlie looked at the clock on her 
mother' s bedside table and turned to 
leave. "Come on, Timmy," she said, 
"you've got to finish getting ready, or 
you'll miss your bus. " 

But Timmy was playing with his 
mother' s tousled hair, straightening and 
flattening the brown strands across her 
finely-freckled forehead. 

"Timmy!" Starlie clapped her hands 
at him. "I said come on." 

"You act like you were his mother," 
Betty said peevishly, when Timmy 
obeyed. "You act like I can' t take care of 
my own baby. Well , I can. I always 
have." 

Starlie turned her broad back to her 
mother, not answering, but her indigna
tion showed in her rigid posture. When 
Timmy was a baby she had come home 
from school each day to find him squawl
ing, his diaper unchanged since she had 
left that morning. Sometimes Betty 
would have given him some milk to quiet 
him, sometimes not. One house they 
had had to move out of simply because 
they could not get the diaper smell out. 

Betty, her pride sufficiently pricked, 

was launching her day. She shook a 
moth from the glass beside her bed, and 
then filled it to the brim with Four Roses. 

"You needn' t act so high-and-mighty 
with me," she shouted at the closing 
door. "When I was your age I was wait
ing tables twelve hours a day," she 
added bitterly. 

Starlie had never seen her father , 
knew nothing of him but a single dubious 
name, Smith, and his Cherokee blood. 
Betty was only 15 when she shared 
house with him for a few months. She 
claimed that he had convinced her they 
were married, by some strange words he 
said once, over their crossed hands. But 
then, when she was irrevocably preg
nant, she had gotten drunk with him and 
woke to find herself deserted, with a 
cracked rib and missing teeth. 

Yet, despite the beating and her own 
efforts, the fetus had clung to life with a 
dreadful tenacity - making her almost 
afraid of Starlie, even before she was 
born. 

Timmy' s father , John Jay Elliot , 
stayed longer, a couple of years, and 
Starlie remembered him- a prettily 
handsome man given to alternate fits of 
depression and cloying affection. Once, 
when Betty was not there, he had taken 
Starlie into the bathroom and felt her 
chest, though she had been much too 
young to have anything to show there. 

" Your nipples will be brown as 
peanuts," he had whispered to her. 

That had not been a real marriage, 
either, but Betty had taken his name for 
them. Now, Timmy was growing into his 
father's image, tow-headed and blue
eyed with splendidly rosy cheeks. 

Betty sipped her way through the day, 
seldom caring to eat, but Starlie like to 
cook a hot supper for herself and Timmy. 
Betty had always issued her some gro
cery money on a spasmodic basis, but as 
Betty's needs increased and the welfare 
check covered less and less, she had be
come more possessive about their cash. 
The day before Starlie and Timmy had 
eaten the last food in the house but this 
morning, in a quick temper, Betty had 
held tight to her purse. 

"Don't they feed you at school?" she 
asked angrily. "What are all those papers 
I signed, to get you a free lunch? When I 
was in school we carried a piece of cold 
cornbread and that was it - nobody fed 
us like kings and queens." 

Now Betty lay passed out, one arm 
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flung near her pocketbook. Starlie stood 
for a long time in the doorway, deliberat
ing, then tiptoed across the room. She 
had her hand on the purse, was slowly 
drawing it toward her, when suddenly 
Betty came to life - all fingernails , 
scratching and tearing. Starlie cried out 
and leapt back, then looked down, unbe
lieving, at the gouges now beginning to 
show blood on her wrists and forearms. 
Betty sat up on the bed, glaring at her 
defiantly. Biting her lip, Starlie left the 
room, but in a moment she returned, 
clutching her scissors. 

'Tm going to get two dollars for me 
and Timmy," she said breathlessly. 
"You try scratching me again, and I' ll 
carve you up like a turkey." 

"Thief!" Betty whispered. 
Starlie was stung. " I'm not a thief!" 
"Oh, yes you are." 
Their eyes locked. After a moment 

Starlie said, more evenly, "I'm taking 
two dollars. You try and stop me." 

Betty turned red, but was silent. Ar
rogant as drinking made her, the sudden 
memory of Smith' s unexpected vio
lence, his dark, unwanted child clinging 
like a snail to her insides, humbled her. 

Starlie and Timmy walked to the small 
grocery on the highway, Timmy scram
bling in and out of the weedy ditches 
looking for redeemable bottles. He ran 
more joyfully now that it had turned cold 
and he did not have to watch for snakes. 
At night he snuggled against Starlie' s 
side, contented and warm as a puppy. 

Starlie bought potatoes and onions to 
fry for their supper, some Pepsis and 
doughnuts. Starting back, they sat for 
awhile on the far side of the ditch, sharing 
the sweets while they watched traffic, 
Starlie making-believe for Timmy that 
she knew just which city or town each car 
came from and where it was going. In 
school , no matter what subject her 
teachers were talking about, she opened 
her books to the maps and studied them, 
dreaming. 

Starlie let Timmy keep what money he 
got for bottles, until he had a sackful of 
coins. This little hoard was his greatest 
pleasure, almost an obsession. At day
break, while Starlie was still asleep, he 
would get it out of its hiding place and sit 
on the floor, sorting the coins into stacks. 
To keep it secret from Betty, he changed 
the hiding place every few days, moving 
it from a hole in the yard to behind the 
commode up into the broken light fixture 
in the kitchen. Each afternoon, first thing 
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when he came in from school , he 
checked to see that it was safe. 

On nights when the moon was full , 
Starlie had trouble sleeping. She waited 
for the sign of Timmy's deeper breath
ing, then slipped out of bed and sat for 
hours huddled on the windowsill looking 
out past the clutter of old cars, the close 
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fields, to the dark rim of trees far beyond. 
On such nights she felt the strangest 
sense of longing, for she knew not what. 

Missing her in his sleep, Timmy snuf
fled and rooted about like a little animal. 
Then she stood looking down at him, 
envying and in love with his fairness. His 
fine pale skin gleamed green in the 
moonlight; his soft hair spilled onto the 
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BETTY'S D< >LL 
H<>USE 

THE DOLL HOSPITAL 

5 7 Broad Street 
Charleston, S. C. 29401 

577-6278 
COMPLETE DOLL 

MAKING AND 
RESTORATION SERVICE 

COME SEE 
DOLLS OF HISTORY 

CLOCKMAKERS OF 
CHARLESTON 

57 Broad Street 
Charleston, S. C. 29401 

577-6278 
Artisans with Old and Antique 

Clocks. 
Complete Clock Service 

If your Tempus is not 
Fugiting - Call us. 

Mountain llvln9: 
where the air Is 
clean and the 
Hvln9 is easy• 

White Oak Terrace offers 
you complete retirement 
living in the beautiful Blue 
Ridge Mountains. Live in 
a "country club" atmosphere 
where a variety of programs 
and activities are offered. 
Enjoy your own apartment 
along with your own free 
maid service. A fully 
staffed medical unit is 
available without additional 
charge. 

White Oak Terrace 
Tryon, N.C. 
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pillow like quicksilver. 
And sometimes in the moonlight she 

took off her pajamas and stood naked in 
front of the mirror, amazed at how that 
diffused light slimmed and softened her. 
Undressing in gym class she hid shame
fully behind the locker door but here, in 
this flattering light, she could look at her
self with something almost like pride. 

Timmy was alone in the house when 
Starlie came in from school, his eyes red 
and swollen from crying. He sat with his 
feet crossed, rocking on Betty's unmade 
bed, pretending to watch the TV that for 
weeks had been so out-of-kilter the pic
ture did nothing but roll. 

"Where's Mama?" Starlie asked him. 
Timmy mumbled that he did not 

know, rubbing his eyes. 
"Now, won't you tell me what's the 

matter?" Starlie coaxed him, sitting 
down on the bed and taking him onto 
her lap, but he only burrowed his face 
into her chest. 

Betty came in near midnight, drunk 
and singing. There was a man's voice 
rising and falJing against her own. Starlie 
pressed her hands to Timmy's lips, whis
pering him to be quiet; listening. And as 
soon as she heard Betty's pocketbook hit 
the kitchen table with an uncharacteristi
cally heavy thud , she understood: 
somehow, Betty had found Timmy's 
money. It would be beyond their mother 
ever to resist a windfall - the chance to 
celebrate. 

Timmy was awake now, restless and 
sniffling, complaining of a stomach-ache. 
Starlie took him up in her arms and 
rocked him until he drowsed, then lay 
down in the dark beside him. 

She dreamed that her body was on 
fire , that John Jay Elliot was pulling 
flames out of her with his cloying, angry 
hands. She woke, smothering with fear, 
to find Timmy close and innocent against 
her, awake and shaking her because of 
the noises coming through the thin wall 
from Betty's room. 

"What are they doing in there?" he 
whispered. 

"Shhh," Starlie cautioned him. 
"But, what are they doing in there?" 

he persisted. 

Stealthily, Starlie slipped into the 
kitchen and rifled Betty's purse, still lying 
on the table. What money was left in 
Timmy's sock she took outdoors and hid 
for him under one of the abandoned 
refrigerators. 

Later, waking out of a dream, she 
heard the man iri the kitchen, cursing 
over the missing money. In a moment he 
came to their door, but Starlie had 
wedged a chair tight up under the 
doorknob, and he shook it in vain. She 
heard him curse again, and then he and 
Betty talked for a Jong time in low voices. 
T award dawn, she woke to the sound of 
his car backing slowly up Hardscrabble, 
out to the highway. Then - or did she 
only imagine it? - there was Betty's 
voice, close to the keyhole: 

"Thief!" 

Starlie came in from school still hum
ming a song from chorus, her last class. 
She walked into the house, ready to 
swing her bookbag to the table as she 
always did, but her hand stopped in 
mid-air -

Gone! 
She looked about the room at the 

empty cabinets, the expanse of dusty 
floor. Amazed, she went into Betty's 
room. It was empty, the windows curtain
less. In her own there was no furniture 
left, only her clothes and few belongings 
piled in the middle of the floor. 

"Timmy!" she called, searching as if 
determination could produce him, but 
he was not to be found. Along Hard
scrabble she knocked on doors and the 
disinterested neighbors remembered -
yes, the woman and a man were there all 
morning loading a U-Haul trailer, back
ing it into someone's yard to turn around 
when at last they headed out to the 
highway, the little blond boy waving at 
everyone from the back seat. 

Starlie sat on the front steps until the 
sun, reflecting in unexpected brilliance 
off the sections of old chrome, went 
down. But though there was so much 
that she knew she must do, must figure 
out, there was one thought controlling 
and blocking her mind so that she only 
wandered about the yard in the gather
ing ·dark, unaware almost of the chill. 

Indignant and alone, in a tone as con
stant and melancholy as that of the 
winter birds that had been arriving all 
afternoon, filling the distant line of trees, 
she repeated, again and again -

"I'm not a thief! I'm not!" 

Bennie Lee Sinclair and her husband, 
potter Don Lewis, live and work in seclu
sion at their home Wildernesse , a 127-
acre wildlife and wi/dplant sanctuary in 
the mountains above Cleveland, S . C. 
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Plants Who Don't Live In Glass Houses 
B y first experience with house plants 

was many years ago when my 
mother asked me to go with her 

down in the pasture by the "ole mill 
stream," to dig and pot some wildflowers 
for her. I called them weeds. But they 
turned out to be things of beauty. The 
plants, as I recall , were ferns, wild iris, 
wandering jew, wild azalea and moun
tain laurel. Mother really had a green 
thumb, so she taught me much at that 
time about plants of all kinds. 

I now know why Mother was so suc
cessful with her plants. She cooked with 
an old wood stove, and on it at all times 
was a kettle of water which put off a lot of 
steam. The kitchen cooled off at night 
although it was usually the warmest 
room in the house during the day. 

By house plants, I mean those that 
grow in the house with ordinary heating, 
humidity and light, not in greenhouses 
where these conditions are controlled. 
The house is not the ideal place to grow 
plants. The light is poor, the air is too dry 
and most houses are too hot. Many 
people use gas for cooking and heating. 
Gas is a deadly enemy of plants. A few 
may survive gas fumes , but most house 
plants will not. If you are successful in 
growing house plants, you must have 
proper temperature, sufficient light, wa
ter, humidity and ventilation. 

Temperature 
During the day the temperature in 

Mother' s kitchen was around 70 de
grees, and at night it was 50 to 60 de
grees. Yes, you should keep the above 
temperatures in mind in growing house 
plants. A plant can stand a much higher 
temperature during the day, and a plant 
growing in bright light can stand more 
heat than one in poor light. I have found 
that it is a good idea to move plants from 
warm rooms to a cool place at night. 

Light 
Plants use light to manufacture food. 

One must keep in mind a flowering plant 
must have light to produce blooms. All 
plants do not have to have full sunlight. If 
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you have several kinds of light in your 
home plants must be selected with this in 
mind. Direct sunlight is necessary for at 
least part of the day for all flowering 
plants. Bright light - diffused light - out 
of direct sun is necessary for ferns and 
foliage plants. 

Shade 
If you have just enough light to read 

by , this is ideal for such plants as 
philodendron, peperomia and sanse
vieria. Artificial light is better than no light 
at all. Plants will grow in this light but will 
not live as long as when grown in day
light. We have found that African violets, 
episcias and other plants requiring low 
intensity light do well under fluorescent 
light. 

Water 
Water is necessary for plant life, but 

more harm is done to plants from over-

T. E. Hatcher 

watering than not supplying enough wa
ter. Water should be given only when the 
surface of the soil is dry. Most plants will 
not tolerate wet feet. Dry soil is just as 
essential at times as wet soil. A good rule 
of thumb is to stick that thumb in the soil 
some two inches deep. If it feels dry, 
water thoroughly. 

Humidity 
Dry air causes plants to lose mois

ture. Air in most houses is usually very 
dry, so the humidity must be increased 
for best results . This may be ac 
complished in several ways such as the 
tea kettle or other container filled with 
water on a hot stove. Fill a container with 
pebbles, cover with water, then keep 
potted plant sitting on top. Or keep a 
shallow container of water near the 
flower pot. Sprinkle the leaves frequently 
with a bulb or watering pot with a fine 
spray. And while ventilation is necessary 
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Fund Raising 
Does your school, club, social or civic or
ganization need a fund raising project? If 
so, consider selling subscriptions to 
Sandlapper as a means of raising those 
funds. Sandlapper . .. the magazine of 
South Carolina and a magazine any South 
Carolina school or organization would be 
proud to sell. For further information con
tact: 

Peggy Pinner 
Sandlapper Magazine 

P. 0. Box 1668 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 

(803) 779-8824 

A BINDER REMINDER 

If you are worried about your issues of Sandlapper magazine 

becoming dogeared. torn or lost . you may want to consider pur

chasing a binder. Sturdy. dark blue with the name Sandlapper, 

volume number and year stamped in gold, these handsome 

binders are available at $6.25 each (the price includes postage 

and handling). 

Make checks payable to: 

SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 

P. 0. Box 1668 

CoLUMBIA, S. C. 29202 

at all times, never place plants in a direct 
draft. 

Containers 
You can use any pot or container you 

wish. Just always be sure that there is a 
hole in the bottom. If a clay pot is used, 
more water is necessary because more is 
lost through the sides of the container 
than in the case of glazed or glass con
tainers. 

Soil 
Any good garden soil is very good for 

house plants. It should contain loam, or
ganic matter, leaf mold, cow manure, 
peat or decayed sawdust, and some 
sand. From time to time you can add a 
commercial fertilizer with caution. All 
feed and seed stores and garden centers 
carry good potting soils for your con
venience. 

Fertilizer 
Fertilizer alone will not make a good 

plant where other conditions such as 
light, humidity and heat are poor. Too 
much fertilizer is worse than none; it kills 
plants immediately. Plants growing 
under good conditions in proper soil 
need to be fertilized not more than three 
to four times per year. Use complete fer
tilizer 5-10-10 at the rate of one tea
spoonful to a five-inch pot. You can 
make a good fertilizer by tying a small 
amount of barnyard manure in a porous 
bag, soak in water until the water is the 
color of weak tea, then water the plants 
with it. 

Pests 
Keep on the lookout for insects and 

other pests. House plants like other 
plants are prey to both insects and dis
ease. If you have the ability to recognize 
insects, this will help to control. The most 
common insects are aphids, a green or 
brown plant lice. They can usually be 
controlled by washing with soapy water 
or spraying with Malathion. Mealy bugs 
can be controlled by wrapping a piece of 
cotton around a match stem, dip in al
cohol and swab until there are no more. 
For scales spray with oil, for white fly 
spray with Malathion. If it is necessary to 
use a chemical for control of pests, be 
sure you read the label and follow all 
instructions. I'll tell you about poinsettia 
next month. 

Bob Bailey is our gardening columnist. 
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LORD NORTH, by Alan Valentine. 
University of Oklahoma Press, 
Norman, Oklahoma. 1967, Vol. I, 
568 pages, Vol. 11, 51 7 pages. 

The villainous Lord Frederick North 
should certainly be considered an ap
propriate subject for a Bicentennial biog
raphy, but alas, one would expect the 
scholarly press to show more concern for 
standards of quality than demonstrated 
in the recycling of this previously panned 
effort. In a society that pays proper re
spect to the profit motive, a little com
mercialism could be forgiven if the prod
uct were not so incredibly poor. First 
published in hardcover in 1967, Alan 
Valentine's Lord North is no more enter
taining or informative in the Bicentennial 
paperback edition. 

A two-volume work of almost 1,100 
pages, Valentine's attempt at biography 
is more a gigantic collection of excerpts 
from contemporary observers, corre
spondence and official records than a 
study of the life and political career of 
George Ill ' s favorite prime minister. 
There is no true analytical thrust to Val
entine's encyclopedic compilation of 
events in Lord North's life, some signifi
cant, some not. Occasionally, the reader 
finds it necessary to remind himself who 
the chief character is supposed to be. 

As Valentine points out, "for fourteen 
years after 1769 British politics would be 
in almost constant crisis. " Lord North 
was Britain's prime minister for a 12-year 
span during that period and the loss of 
the American colonies was blamed on 
his ministry. Yet Valentine's account of 
this momentous time is notable for its 
lack of drama or tragedy. Instead, the 
reader is overwhelmed with a plethora of 
minutiae. 

The constant entreaties of greedy 
office-seekers obviously caused Lord 
North considerable discomfort, but the 
attention Valentine gives to correspon
dence related to these matters is far out 
of proportion to their importance in the 
affairs of the British Empire. Lord North's 
own correspondence is amazingly unre
vealing, much of it consisting of letters to 
the King bemoaning his inadequacy for 
the job of prime minister and asking that 
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he be allowed to resign. Considering his 
long tenure, Lord North's protestations 
do not ring true. There is not even the 
hint of some secret illicit relationship in 
Valentine's copious gossip. 

Only in the next-to-last chapter, "Last 
Ironies," does Valentine finally make 
any effort at meaningful analysis of Lord 
North, the man and the politician. But a 
20-page essay cannot overcome the 
shortcomings of over a thousand. 

Perhaps part of the problem rests with 
Valentine's perception of his subject: 

He did not shape events so much as 
events shaped him. Nothing that he 
achieved was permanent; nothing that 
he opposed was finally defeated; noth
ing that he lost to England would not in 
time have been lost without him . .. 
Though his sins were less great than 
they have been pictured, so too was 
his stature. 
Undoubtedly, it is difficult to write an 

exciting biography of such a man. Lord 
North surely deserves better. In this bio
graphic portrait, Lord North is not merely 
bland, he is a crashing bore. 

Olin B . Sansbury, Jr. is vice-president at 
the University of South Carolina at Spar
tanburg, with a Ph .D. in international 
studies from the University of South 
Carolina. 

"FIRST LADY" COOKBOOK -
206 YEARS IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
COOKERY, Sponsored by South 
Carolina Division of American 
Cancer Society; 1976; $2.50; 100 
pp. 

The project of publishing recipes from 
110 mayors' wives of South Carolina 
cities has been sponsored by the South 
Carolina Chapter of the American 
Cancer Society. The recipes have been 
compiled into a most attractive book 
called the "First Lady" Cookbook. The 
proceeds from its sales will go to benefit 
each local unit of the South Carolina 
Society. An introduction by the state' s 

!!1~w!lf 
First Lady, Mrs. James B. Edwards, 
graciously explains and endorses the 
book. 

Not the least of the book's attractions 
are the sketches by Jim Harrison, well
known contemporary artist of Denmark, 
S. C. Harrison has chosen " homey" 
subjects to sketch, which fit in with the 
atmosphere of Southern cooking as dis
played in the recipes. The table of con
tents comprises hors d' oeuvres and rel
ishes, salads, bread and rolls, vegetables, 
seafood, chicken, meats and entrees, des
serts, and "Political Potpourri." The ti
tles of this last, "Political Potpourri", are 
accompanied by sketches of various 
South Carolina politicians and are clev
erly suggestive as follows: "Fritz Spritz"; 
" Sheriff's Posse Stew"; " Crab and 
Shrimp Edwards"; "Tax payers' Sauce"; 
"Ambrosia Ravenel"; "Cabinet 
Squares"; " Thurmond Cocktails"; 
"Split Ticket Cake" ; "Kissinger Kraut 
Salad"; " Campaign Kisses"; and 
" Rocky Road". The final entry is a 
tongue-in-cheek commentary in the 
form of "Specialty for all Politicians: Lye 
Soap' ' - inedible, but a clever climax to 
a well-compiled and useful book. 

The plates of Harrison's sketches -
the Maple Leaf and others - make 
beautiful framed pictures. These have 
been taken out of the cookbook and are 
on sale in Orangeburg. 

Elizabeth Whetsell is a free-lance writer 
from Orangeburg. 

DOIN' THE CHARLESTON, A 
GOURMET'S GUIDE AND COOK
BOOK, by Molly Heady Sillers. 
Chrisreed Publishers, Atlanta. 
1976, $4. 

In writing Doin ' the Charleston , A 
Gourmet's Guide and Cookbook, Molly 
Heady Sillers admits that she's got a 
problem. She says she had to keep re
minding herself that she was writing "a 
cookbook, not a love letter to the city!" 
To use a hackneyed Citadel phrase, she 
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may have lost that battle, but certainly 
won the war. Doin' the Charleston is a 
delightful compendium of the joys of a 
city, its people and their gusto for good 
eating. 

Besides, who wanted an objective 
book anyway? There are plenty of cynics 
just waiting to be critical of Charleston's 
restaurants, its lifestyle and somewhat 
unique tastes in food. 

The author sampled 16 of Charles
ton's favorite eateries, covering most 
price ranges and specialties. She re
viewed their service, food and general 
atmosphere and unleashed the recipes 
tourists and Charlestonians alike have 
been raving about for years. 

Just the recipes (down here, we call 
them 'receipts') would probably be 
worth the price of the book, for most of 
them have never appeared publicly be
fore. And they are good. From Escargots 
Bourguignonne (snails, Scarlett O'Hara) 
or Langouste Calhoun (lobster, Mills 
House) to good ole cornbread (Bessin
gers Buffeteria) and Southern Fried 
Chicken (Adger' s Wharf) there is a recipe 
to fit every taste and price. The author 
has a chatty, personal style which makes 
even the most complicated recipe sound 
as easy as pie. Anyone who has ever 
tried the Greek delicacy, Moussaka 
(Aesops) can tell you that at best making 
it is a confusing and laborious process. 
Ms. Sillers breaks the effort into four easy 
steps which even the novice would not 
be afraid to tackle. 

Because of the availability of good, 
fresh seafood along the coastal area, the 
careful Low-Country chef can recreate 
the most elegant meal of Charleston's 
most erudite restaurant at a fraction of 
the price. Better yet, you can patch to
gether the best elements of the finest 
dining places, and come up with a meal 
that could not be bought at any price. 

Here's one way to create your own 
fantasy meal using Ms. Sillers' book as a 
guide. Start off with Crabmeat Remick 
(Perditas) as an appetizer. Follow that 
with Hot Spinach Salad (Barbadoes 
Room, Mills House) accompanied by 
Buttermilk Biscuits (The Charleston Ice 
House). For the soup course, try either 
French Onion (The Market Place) or 
She-Crab (The Colony House) but only 
a small cup, to leave room for the main 
course, Flaming Steak Diane (Market 
Place), or your choice from the mouth
watering selection in the book. 

For just the right touch, Mushroom 
Buttons Polinaise (Perditas) might nicely 
round off the main course. But the piece 
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de resistance is yet to come-luscious 
Huguenot Torte (St. Andrews Tearoom) 
capped off with Irish Coffee (The Market 
Place). Who could ask for a more un
forgettable Charleston evening? 

However, even if turning out great 
meals doesn't turn you on, Doin' the 
Charleston will anyway, because it's fun 
reading. Sillers believes you can' t sepa
rate a people from their food preferences 
and she may be right. Her narratives on 
Magnolia Gardens and Middleton Place 
make for light history and interesting 
reading for even the staunchest dieter. 

The point is, you don't even have to 
know how to boil an egg to enjoy this 
book. You only have to love Charleston. 

Marjorie Weidenfeld Buckholtz is a free
lance writer from Charleston. 

TWO HUNDRED 
CHARLESTON 

YEARS OF 
COOKING. 

Recipes gathered by Blanche S. 
Rhett and edited by Lettie Gay. 
University of South Carolina Press. 
289 pages. Hardback, $7.95. 
Paperback, $3. 95. 

If you ever wondered why your red 
rice didn't taste like your grandmother's 
it's probably because you didn' t use 
chicken broth. See, you learn something 
everyday after all. 

The 307 "receipts" in Two Hundred 
Years of Charleston Cooking are a 
"treasury of Charleston Cuisine." The 
foreword by Elizabeth Verner Hamilton 
is refreshing and enlightening and thank 
goodness for someone who stands up for 
hominy. She says, "Don' t talk to a 
Charlestonian about sweet rice and 
don't talk to him about grits either unless 
you are on your way to the grocery store. 
One buys grits, cooks it and the result is 
hominy. " "Hominy," she adds, " has a 
bland taste and has to have something 
exciting to accompany it. Bacon, ham, 
pickled fish roe, shrimp, cod fish cakes or 
hogshead cheese." (And do look at the 
bread section-they even tell you how to 
make hoe cake.) 

This cookbook is a reprint of the 
original third printing of the first edition in 
March 1931. The receipts were "tried 
and found good" by dietician Lettie Hay 
of the New York Herald Tribune who 
researched the amounts and number of 
servings. (No one would doubt the 
amount of seasoning, and who knows 

what all goes into a Bouquet Garni?) A 
good thing too is the original recipe for 
New Orleans Gumbo calling for 100 
oysters. 

There are so many ways to cook rice 
that one would think it grew in the 
"gya' den". But then everyone should 
know how to cook "hoppin' John," if 
you want to have good luck the rest of 
the year (a New Year's tradition); there 
are also Rice Pie and Jambalayah. 

With all that good food you can't help 
but wonder why everybody was not 
tremendously - well, just tremendous, 
but it seems that the ladies of very long 
ago did not venture into the kitchen. 
(And that's what does it, those between 
meal snacks.) 

Cream must have been as plentiful as 
seafood. William's receipt for coconut 
cake sounds divine. 

The casseroles have been reduced to 
size - that is, to fit the average family. 
Mrs. Hamilton in her foreword says that 
casseroles were made by very good 
cooks to be "popped into the oven for 
supper, which Charlestonians do not like 
to eat until 'good dark' and they've never 
liked the idea of help sitting around 
waiting to go home creating a tension 
thereby." My help left when the third 
child arrived, that's why I love casseroles. 
They can be fixed in the mornings to be 
popped into the oven while in the 
afternoon I crochet, mow the lawn, paint 
the swing or read a book. 

The first Gumbo I ever tasted was 
when I visited my "kin" in McClellan
ville. It was loaded with shrimp and 
tomatoes. These I have not tried but I can 
vouch for the Chicken Pilau I (page 50). 
It is good, serves six bounteously with a 
dab left over for the cat. Next I will try the 
Fig Ice Cream and substitute peaches. (It 
says you can.) Rest assured I will never 
try the Cooter Stew or the Calfs Head 
Soup but it sure doesn't hurt to know 
how to fix these things in case of an 
emergency - a real emergency. 

From the kitchens of romantic old 
plantations with distinguished names 
comes Two Hundred Years of Charles
ton Cooking. It is really a collector's item, 
and a relief not to have to read twenty 
ways to fix ground beef. 

Who knows, tomorrow Shrimp 
Gumbo? Roast Squab? You'll love the 
book. 

Sophie Varn is a free-lance writer from 
Smoaks. 

Sandlapper 



filmclip 

Short Takes 

Alice in Wonderland (X) is not likely 
to please anyone. Those who go to 
see a pornographic movie will not 
want to sit through the long " sexless" 
beginning nor will they understand all 
the funny allusions. Those who Jove 
Lewis Carroll's "Alice" will undoubt
edly be offended by a flashing Mad 
Hatter and a lesbian Queen of Hearts. 
One amusing line though: As nude 
Alice climbs from a pool, she asks for a 
towel and is told " We had a towel 
once, but a hotel stole it. '' 

Alpha Beta is a British film based on 
E. A. Whitehead's hit London play 
about the dissolution of a suburban 
marriage. The two-character play, 
which covers several years in time, 
does not transfer well to the screen 
and is miserably photographed; how
ever, the brilliant performances of 
Rachel Roberts and Albert Finney 
make this somewhat exhausting 
movie worthwhile. 

Brotherhood of Death (R) features 
the Washington Redskins' Roy Jeffer
son as a black ex-Green Beret who 
leads a war against the Klan in his 
hometown. Much of the supporting 
cast is also from the Redskins' team -
Mike Bass, Frank Grant, Dennis 
Johnson , Larry Jones and Mike 
Thomas. 

Burnt Offerings (R) , based on 
Robert Marasco' s popular book, is 
one more absurd horror-thriller for 
this season's glut of the genre. The 
excellent set is properly spooky - a 
haunted house rented by Karen 
Black, Oliver Reed and young Lee 
Montgomery from landlord Burgess 
Meredith. Aunt Bette Davis comes to 
visit. 

Car Wash (PG) is a plotless but 
sometimes funny and entertaining 
movie with the locale - the Dee
Luxe Car Wash in Los Angeles -
providing the framework. The staff 
are the film's leading players, and 
they are very good: Franklyn Ajaye as 
T. C. , Ivan Dixon as Lonnie and An
tonio Fargas as Lindy. Richard Pryor 
and the Pointer Sisters appear briefly. 

Norman ... Is That You? (PG) is 

(Please tum to page 64) 
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gourmet 
fare 

The Origin of Cheese 

Nobody knows exactly when or 
how the first cheese was made. Its 
origin is lost in the past. However, we 
can figure that the first men already 
knew and ate it, even in its roughest 
and most primitive form, although it 
was, indeed, less attractive than the 
numerous different and exquisite 
types we are able to find all over the 
world today. 

Yet, we can guess, without any 
doubt, that the inventor of cheese was 
cheese itself. 

Environment is the secret of a 
cheese's taste - from the kind of 
grass the cow eats to where the 
cheese ages. The yeast produced by 
the milk as it curdles is different, even 
in the same country. For instance, 
Brie cheese is produced east of Paris 
in the Brie district. Camembert is 
made in Normandy, 100 miles west of 
Paris. An important difference be
tween the making of Brie and the 
making of Camembert is that Nor
mandy cattle devour grass which 
catches salty sea air. Cheese pro
duced in a barn full of straw is mark
edly different from that produced in 
clean caves with more even tempera
tures. In the natural process milk left 
by itself in contact with the air pro
duces yeast, curdles and ferments. 
Cheese is still made by this most 
natural of all processes and the only 
changes made are in guiding, modify
ing and sometimes stopping or ac
tivating the bacterial action. These 
techniques took centuries to discover 
and now, with the great Brie of Meaux 
or superb Gorgonzola, we are far 
away from the Biblical "slices of milk" 
or the curdles mentioned by the poet 
Homer. 

Along with Homer, Virgil, Pliny, 
and Aristotle often mentioned cheese 
and we know that the Greeks gave us 
the first name used to designate 
cheese. They named it formos, the 
basket in which they carried cheeses. 
From this word, the Romans ex
tracted forma and Italians started to 
call the productformaggio. In French 
the change gave us fromage. 

(Please tum to page 64) 

leaves from the 
famil)? tree 

Get Your Pen and Paper Ready 

No, this is not that program in 
which an art talent scout is conducting 
a talent hunt for " this month only" 
(and has been for several years); this 
is not one of those old radio shows 
whereby you are about to obtain 
something by just sending a nine-cent 
postcard. It's just dear old " Leaves" 
about to tell you the names of some of 
the finest genealogical titles available 
for South Carolina research and 
beyond. So, get your pen and paper 
ready -

J. H. Easterby: Guide to the Study 
and Reading of South Carolina His
tory . . . with a Supplement - A 
Selected List of Books and Reprints of 
Books on South Carolina History 
published since 1950. Spartanburg, 
S. C. The Reprint Company: 1975 
(originally published 1950: The His
torical Commission of South Caro
lina, Columbia). 333 pp. indexed, 
$15.00. 

No serious student of South 
Carolina genealogy or history would 
be without this handbook, which is 
absolutely necessary for competent 
research in this state. The book is a 
bibliography of historical and 
genealogical sources. Sections in
clude: Religious, History, Commerce 
and Industry, Public Records, Sec
ondary Sources, Private Sources, 
Biographical Aids, Periodicals, and 
More. Under Individual Families, a 
typical entry is: (page 225) " BOLAN, 
Glover, William L. Bolan family rec
ords. S. C. Hist. Mag. , XLI (1940), 
162-66." Don' t be without this one. 
Order from The Reprint Company, 
P. 0 . Box 5401, Spartanburg, S. C. 
29304. 

University of Florida Press. Jean 
Ribaut: The Whole & True Dis
coverye of Terra Florida . . . 1563 ... 
1964, Gainesville, Florida, 14 7 pp., 
indexed, illustrated. 

This beautifully bound Quadricen
tennial edition book includes a 
photogelatine reprint of Hackett's edi
tion of the 1563 report of Jean Ribaut 

(Please tum to page 64) 
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Filmclip (Continued from page 63) 

another movie version of a successful 
play. Although Norman ... Is That 
You? was a flop on Broadway in the 
1968-69 season, it was greeted with 
much enthusiasm in many regional 
theatre productions such as that of 
Columbia's Workshop Theatre in 
1974. The story is meant to take ad
vantage of the so-called "sexual revo
lution" and centers around a middle
class American man (Redd Foxx) who 
discovers that his wife (Pearl Bailey) is 
having an affair and that his son (Mike 
Warren) is in love with his white 
roommate (Dennis Dugan). If one of 
those situations wasn't enough for a 
good script, the two do not provide it 
either in Ron Clark and Sam Bob
rick's play. The added gimmick of 
having a black family as the central 
characters is not original to the film; 
Godfrey Cambridge played the lead 
in Watts and Billy Daniels led the cast 
in D. C. The PG rating indicates that 
the movie's dialogue is about as "lib
erated" as non-family hour television. 
George Schlatter' s direction is slow 
and heavy-handed, and Foxx and 
Warren are so deadly dull that they kill 
whatever enthusiasm the other 
players may generate in the silly busi
ness. 

The Return of a Man Called Horse 
(PG) is a member of a small category 
of films: the successful sequel. 
Whether one saw A Man Called 
Horse or not, the return is welcome. 
Richard Harris recreates his role of 
John Morgan, an English aristocrat 
adopted by a Sioux tribe. He comes 
back to the Dakota Territory in the 
1830s to help his friends in trouble 
from both white men and other In
dians. Much can be learned about the 
Sioux's lifestyle, philosophy and 
psychology from this engrossing film 
stunningly photographed by Owen 
Roziman. The Sun Dance Ritual is a 
fine rendering of a pagan religious 
rite. Unfortunately director Irvin 
Kershner did not have enough money 
or extras to give the movie the bigness 
that the Western calls for, but he more 
than makes up for it with authenticity 
and intensity. Lawrence Rosenthal's 
music is very effective, especially as 
there is not a great deal of dialogue. 
Gale Sondergaard is excellent in the 
difficult supporting role of an Indian 
woman. - John Akins, Jr. 
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Gourmet (Continued from page 63) 

This natural product has been 
slowly and successfully transformed 
by people who have showed how well 
they could use their imagination in 
order to satisfy their palates. We 
should never forget the monks who 
were among those imaginative 
people. As a matter of fact, we must 
show our gratitude to them in relation 
to the discovery of cheese, its impro
visation, and improvement. 

They invented great cheeses, 
thanks to their special way of living, 
their special organization - and their 
gluttony. How could we mention the 
birth of splendid products like Mun
ster, Port-Salut, Saint-Paulin, Saint 
Nectaire, Maroilles, Oka, Parmesan, 
Tomme, Cure Nantais, Pont 
Leveque, Livarot and so many others 
without honoring their great contribu
tion? Blessed are they. 

Jean-Pierre Chambas is wine consul
tant for the Wine and Cheese Cellar in 
Columbia. 

Leaves (Continued from page 63) 

relative to his travels in South 
Carolina and Florida. Accounts of the 
Beaufort and Port Royal areas are in
cluded. For the serious student of 
South Carolina's Spanish era. The 
University of Florida Press, 15 North
west 15th St., Gainesville, Fla. 32603. 

Jaussi and Chaston, Fundamentals of 
Genealogical Research, Salt Lake 
City. Deseret Book Company, 1972. 
325 pp., indexed, $4.95. 

A good genealogist needs a good 
textbook. This is an exceptional one, 
with several outstanding features, in
cluding a table showing when vital 
statistics began for most foreign coun
tries. Two random findings here are: 

"15 - 252 Liechtenstein b, m, d 
... 1878 
(address of office) Regierungs
kanzlei, Vaduz, Liechtenstein" 

"15 - 254 Sweden b, m, d ... 
1686 
(address of office) The National 
Archives, Stockholm, Sweden" 

A real goodie from the genealogy 
folks out west where genealogy is 
genealogy and people from all over 
the world know it. The Deseret Book 
Co., P. 0. Box 659, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84110. 

Whitmire and Schroeder, The Pres
ence of the Past: Epitaphs of 18th and 
19th Century Pioneers in Greenville 
County, South Carolina, and Their 
Descendants - Natives of Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, and Other Original 
Thirteen States, Together With Those 
Who Came From Ireland, Scotland, 
England, Germany and Other 
Foreign Countries. Baltimore. The 
Gateway Press, Inc. 1976. 

The title of the weighty tome more 
or less tells it all. The book, containing 
records of 199 cemeteries of Green
ville County, is followed by a 200 
page index. An example of what one 
might expect to find is: 

"P7 Columbia Baptist Cemetery 
No. 103 MCCLARY: Robert, 
b. Armagh Co. Ireland, d. 
4-1-1889, age 65 yrs: wife, 
Elizabeth b Middletown Co. 
Armagh, Ireland, d 6-
15-1887, age 63 yrs: Anna 
dau of Robt: & Elizabeth. No 
date." 

The Greenville County Historical 
Society, 357 Riverside Dr., Green
ville, S. C. 29605. 

A. S. Salley, Jr., Marriage Notices In 
The South-Carolina Gazette and its 
Successors (1732-1801). Albany, 
1902. (reprinted Baltimore. The 
Genealogical Publishing Company) 
1976. 174pp. indexed. $10.00. 

The worth of this old standard 
needs no mention. A random finding 
is: (p. 74) "On Tuesday, the 18th 
inst., was married at the Congarees, 
Major John Compty, of the Pennsyl
vania line, to Miss Elizabeth Rugborck 
(Thursday, January 27, 1785)". The 
Genealogical Publishing Co., 521-
523 St. Paul Place, Baltimore, Md. 
21202. 

I am preparing articles on feudal 
and Colonial law terminology and will 
welcome your inquiries, in care of 
Sandlapper. 

- George Franklin Stout 

Stuff a Stocking 

with Sandlapper. 

Sandlapper 



Dining (Continued from page 10) 

the Villa once, Ludie, the hospitable. 
and charming hostess, will know them 
when they come again. 

She offers the huge parchment 
menu with a flourish . The dimly lit, 
red carpeted room with its wall 
plaques of Spanish galleons and to
readors echoes the faint strains of 
music from the lounge. Then the 
memorable meal begins with crisp 
celery, olives and radishes from a 
large ice-filled bowl. 

This is followed by a crisp salad, 
and perhaps a carefully selected wine 
or cocktail while awaiting the diner's 
choice of dishes such as Chateau
briand Bouqueriere with Sauce Bear
naise. Or perhaps you will choose 
Flaming Spanish Sword, Crabmeat 
Imperial in Casserole, Scampi Au
rora, Red Snapper Hollandaise. Tak
,ing Smoak' s advice, we dined on Veal 
Oscar, Olympic Prize Winner. This 
is veal cutlet with asparagus tips and 
King Crab sections with Bearnaise 
sauce. If it sounds good, it was much, 
much better. For dessert, if one could 
possibly eat any more , there are 
Cherries Jubilee, chocolate mousse, 
cheesecake. 

The diner leaves the Villa Madrid, 
happily stuffed, vowing to return 
again to sample the Escargots Bour
guignonne, Oysters Rockefeller and 
the warm atmosphere in this Spanish 
haven where food is the most impor
tant thing in life - unless it is making 
the customer happy. 

Joyce W. Mi/kie is a free-lance writer 
from Orangeburg. 

Gardener (Continued from page 10) 

topsoil and set the asparagus crowns 
12 to 24 inches apart. Cover with two 
to three inches of topsoil. When 
growth starts in the spring, work in 
enough soil to make the rows level. 
Side dress on both sides of the row 
with five pounds of fertilizer (10°10-
10) for every 100 feet of row. Do not 
harvest asparagus the first year. Dur
ing the second year cut only for two or 
three weeks to allow a strong root 
system to develop. After the third year 
harvest some eight to ten weeks. Let 
the tops grow the rest of the season to 
strengthen the root system. 

Calendar for November 
As days grow shorter in November, 

November 1976 

the importance of timely gardening 
chores increases. The coolness and 
moisture offers you the opportunity to 
plant many hardy ornamentals -
trees, shrubs, bulbs, perennials and 
even some annuals. 

Container Plants 
If you have not prepared your out

door container plants for winter, you 
should get busy. Free air movement 
around containers makes the plant 
roots very susceptible to cold dam
age. If plants are hardy they can be 
kept during the winter by sinking the 
containers into the ground. Be sure to 
select a protected area and mulch 
with straw, leaves or some other or
ganic material. Plants that will not tol
erate freezing temperatures should be 
placed under cover where tempera
tures remain above freezing. Keep 
them rather dry while in storage and 
do not fertilize. During cold weather, 
keep evergreen plants watered to re
place water lost through the leaves 
during cold, windy weather. If suffi
cient moisture is not available, the 
leaves will burn and the plant could 
die. 

Christmas Flowers 
If you expect poinsettia or cactus to 

bloom for Christmas, special treat
ment is necessary. These plants re
quire 12 to 15 hours of continuous 
darkness every night for four to six 
weeks to insure the flowering process. 
During these hours of darkness, do 
not expose plants to any artificial light, 
otherwise it will upset the flower
control mechanism. Between 55 and 
60 degrees temperature is needed for 
best results. During the day the plants 
should get as much sunlight as possi
ble. Never allow plants to be in a 
drafty area as sudden changes in 
temperature could cause leaves to 
drop off. Supply enough water to 
keep the soil moist and be sure to 
apply soluable fertilizer during the ac
tive growth period. 

In November 
• There is still time to plant spring 

flowering bulbs, but plant them 
immediately. 

• Try to get trees and shrubs planted 
before cold weather. Do not work 
or dig in the soil when it is wet. It will 
set hard as concrete. 

• Start forcing paper-white narcissi 
about the middle of the month for 

blossoms during Christmas. 
• If you are bothered by rabbits, place 

wire netting around your young 
fruit trees, pyracantha, and Chinese 
holly shrubs. 

• Clean up and destroy peony tops 
and leaves. This will help in control
ling diseases. 

• Roses can be planted now or next 
spring. If planted now, mound up 
soil over the stems. 

• Store left over fertilizer in plastic 
bags to prevent it from picking up 
moisture. 

• Moles don't eat your tulip bulbs', but 
the mice that use the moles' furrows 
do. 

-Bob Bailey 

Peacocks (Co ntinued from page 9) 

ever come downtown to shopl It not, 
why not? 

I would bet a dollar to a doughnut 
that in 99.44/ 100 percent of the calls 
the response would echo what the 
Oklahoma philosopher said 40 or 50 
years ago, "The one thing that this 
country needs is a place to park your 
car. 

,, 

And that's the problem with our 
downtowns and that's the real reason 
that our cities are decaying. Almost 
every street within a ten-block radius 
of the shopping/ business areas is 
lined with half-hour, one-hour or 
two-hour parking meters which are 
patrolled with relentless regularity by 
officers, usually cadets, passing out 
tickets for overparking. And the 
comment one hears over and over 
again is " I never go downtown any
more because parking is such a prob
lem." 

Wouldn't you think that our city 
fathers and the others that are con
cerned about the health of our inner 
cities would pick up on that one sim
ple fact? 

"Okay, smart guy," so they are 
probably saying at this point. " How 
would you solve the problem?'' 

Well, here it comes. It may be a bit 
radical but hopefully it might give 
someone pause for thought. Instead 
of building malls and planting trees 
and trying to spiffy up the city, why 
not give the people who do go 
downtown what they really want, a 
place to park their cars? So here is 
Buck Miller's four-point program for 
helping to save our cities. 

Point 1: Yank up all those dam 
parking meters so that people can 

(Please turn to page 66) 
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COLUMBIA'S NEWEST 
AND MOST COMPLETE 

LAMP AND SHADE SHOP 

Visit us in our new 3000-sq. ft. showroom. 
We have expanded to offer you a com
plete selection of lamps, shades, mirrors, 
and decorative accessories. Lamp parts 
and repairs are also available. Come in 
and let us help you with all your lighting 
needs. Our new building is just across the 
street from our present location. 

• wfflc 
Lite House 

3514 Bush River Rd., Columbia, S. C. 
(803) 772-2263 or 772-2376 

Peacocks (Continued from page 65) 

park on the streets. 
Point 2: Make the municipal park

ing lots and parking ramps free. 
"Okay, smart guy," they're proba

bly saying. "Now all the employees 
who work downtown will take the free 
parking spaces and there still won't be 
enough parking for shoppers and 
people who have to go downtown on 
business.'' 

Point 3: Make it the responsibility of 
the businesses downtown to provide 
parking for their employees. If they 
want to provide free parking for their 
employees as another fringe benefit 
that's their business. If they want to 
charge them for parking in their own 
business-owned parking lots, that's 
still their business. 

Point 4: Start a drive for funds 
among the merchants' associations, 
businesses, etc. and earmark some 
city monies for a fund which would be 
designated to systematically buy up 
all the commercial parking lots which 
are operating in the city, and make 
those free too. 

Radical and unreasonable? Proba
bly. But sometimes that's what it takes 
- radical and unreasonable mea
sures - in order to solve impending 
disaster. And that is what our cities 
have turned into: Disaster areas 
where people don't like to go because 
of the frustration they are faced with in 
trying to find a place to park and the 
money it costs them to park and the 
possibility of that parking cost being 
automatically increased by a parking 
ticket if their shopping or business ap
pointment ruris a bit longer than their 
meter allows. And so, unless it is abso
lutely necessary people don't bother 
to go downtown . . . they go to the 
shopping centers where they can park 
free and avoid the problem of parking 
tickets. 

If something along the lines of the 
above was instituted and a big ad 
campaign was instituted advertising 
"free parking downtown" you just 
might see a big upsurge in downtown 
business. And what have you got to 
lose? Only the city itself and I would 
think that would matter to you. 

-Buck Miller. 

Stuff a Stocking 

with Sandlapper. 
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Books are forever. 
This Christmas c lose out the bicentennial year by 
giving a lasting gift that will bring enjoyment 
and satisfaction through the years . 
The following books are pri nted and publ ished 
by The R.L. Bryan Company but can be bought at 
your favor ite book store. 

·>, Books are reflections of what we are and what we 
'¥'~,: have been , so pick up a good book and read about 
i/~:' a world of history and trad ition in South Carolina. 

~7n~c~ .t,.-.:,,·since 1844, The R.L. Bryan Company has insisted 
•' }:"' on quality and things haven 't changed. 

With 
atood book ... 

~c~:J?i:: 

"Woods & Wild Things I Remember" 
by Archibald Rutledge . ..... .. . .. $ 8.95 
"Voices of Long Ago" 
by Archibald Rutledge . .. . ...... . $ 5.95 
"We Called Him Flintlock" 
by Irvine H. Rutledge . . . .. ....... $ 7. 50 
"Charleston Come Hell or High Water" 
by Whit/aw & Levkoff . ... . ....... $15.00 
Abridged 152 pages (paper) .... . . $ 7.50 
"Clemson Tigers : A History of Clemson 
Football" 

by Joe Sherman ... .. .. . ..... .. . $10.00 

"Eliza of Wappoo" 
by Nell S. Graydon . ..... .... ... . .. ...... . .. . $ 8. 00 
"Another Jezebel" 
(paper) by Nell S. Graydon ... . .... .. . . .... ... $ 3.50 
"The Complete Works of Lily Strickland" 
(paper) by Dr. Ann Howe . . ......... .. .. .. .. . $ 1. 95 
"Deep River" 
by Archibald Rutledge ....... ..... . . ..... . . . . $15.00 
"Tales of Columbia" 
by Nell S. Graydon ....... _ .... .......... .. . . $ 6. 50 
"From My House to Your House Cookbook" 
(paper) by Nell S. Graydon . .. . .. .. ... .. . . ... . $ 3.50 
"Down the Creek" 
by Eddie Finley .. .. . . . .. . ... . . ........ . .. .. . $ 5.00 
"Robert Mills" 
by Blanche Marsh .. ... . .. . .. .. ... . . ... ...... $12.00 
"Day on the Cooper River" 
by John 8 . Irving ......... ....... . .. ....... .. $ 8.50 
"Tales of Edisto" 
by Nell S. Graydon . . . _ ... ... .. .. ............ $ 5.95 
"Halsey's Sketchbook" 
by Halsey & McCallum .... . . .... .......... .. . $ 8.95 
"Distinguished Women of Laurens County" 
by Talbert & Gray .. . ....... . .. .. . . .. .. ..... _ $ 5.95 
"Porgy Comes Home" 
by Jack Bass ... . .. .. ......... .. . . . .... .. .. . $ 5.95 
"Face of an Island" 
by Mrs. James M. Dabbs . . .. ..... . .... .... . . $15.00 
" I Hear America Singing" 
by Archibald Rutledge . . ... .. ............. .. . $ 2.95 

The R. L. Bryan Company 
P. 0 . Drawer 368/ Greystone Executive Park 

Columbia, South Caro li na 29202/ (803) 779-3560 
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REMODELING? 
CONSIDER A 

_ff: Oar!e.f OF ( t'\ROLINA 

FASHION KITCHEN 
... created just for you, to your 
ideas, to your tastes 
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS 

rrc Columbia, S. C. ~ ~ 
1945 Blossom St. 

~ at Five Points 799-4257 

COLONIAL 
CLEANERS 

2520 E . NORTH STREET 

G REE NVILLE , S. C. 

Raymond E . Briggs, Owner 

PATTERSON SCHOOL 

An Accredited 
Episcopal College 
Preparatory School 
Boarding Boys 
Co-Ed Day 
Grades 7-12 

PATIERSON HAS: 
• 8 students to a class! 
• Tutoring each afternoon! 
• Supervised study halls! 
• An advisor for every student! 
• 1300 acres in the mountains! 
• Sports and recreation for all! 
• Teachers who CARE! 

Route 5, Box 170 
Lenoir, N. C. 28645 

telephone 704/754-9573 

~r the finest 
J imported 

&antique 
Oriental rugs 

Btst:ao~'s 
Sales· Cleani ng· Repair 
1703 Mc Fadden Street 
Columbia 252-8171 

qf \\,e, ~Teen~riQ -~ ,, f 

"' FINE CUISINE 

Serving 
Daily Buffet Mon. thru Fri. & Sunday 
Evening A la Carte Dining 6-10 P.M. 

Monday thru Saturday 
665-4141 

255 S. Irby St. 
Florence, S. C. 

Charleston's Best Seller
An Ideal Christmas Gift 

Dain' the Chadeston, a gourmet's 
guide and cookbook . F e atures 
Charles ton 's fines t res taurants. 
Available at fine gift and book 
shops. 

For mail order send $4 plus .50 
for handling to: 

Low Country Gifts 
2106 Coker Ave. 

Charleston, S. C. 29412 

music 

December 5 
ANDERSON - Handel's Messiah . 

Boulevard Baptist Church. 

December 7 
FLORENCE - Christmas Concert. 

Francis Marion College Chorus. 
McNair Auditorium. Free. 8 p. m. 

December 7 
GREENVILLE - Greenville Civic 

Chorale with the Greenville Sym
phony perform Handel's oratorio, 
Israel in Egypt. McAlister Au
ditorium. Furman University. 8: 15 
p.m. 

December 9-12 
GREENVILLE - Singing Christmas 

Tree. Greenville Memorial Au
ditorium. 

December 12 
COLUMBIA - Christmas Concert, 

presented by Columbia College 
Music Department. Cottingham 
Theatre, 8: 00 p. m. 

December 13 
FLORENCE - Concert by Florence 

Choral Society and Symphony. 

December 14 
HARTSVILLE - Christmas Concert 

by Coker College Singers. College 
Auditorium. Free. 8 p. m. 

art 

December 1-21 
CHARLESTON - " Protest and 

Grand Tradition," Pratt Graphics. 
Gibbes Art Gallery. 

December 1-31 
GREENVILLE - Antiques Exhibit. 

S. C. Room. Greenville County 
Library. 

December I-January 2 
COLUMBIA - Exhibit: Tribal Arts. 

Columbia Museum of Art. 

December 3-5 
CHARLESTON - Fifth Annual 

Crafts Fair at Charles Towne Land
ing. 
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December 7-13 
FLORENCE - Art Gallery Series 

Exhibit: Works by Students of Ste
ven Gately. Smith College Center. 
Free. 

December 14-21 
FLORENCE - Art Gallery Series 

Exhibit: Works by Students of 
Cathy Cranford Lane. Smith Col
lege Center. Free. 

cluistmas 

December 2 
GREENVILLE - Furman University 

Christmas Concert: Furman Sing
ers, Concert Choir and Orchestra. 
McAlister Auditorium. Free. Fur
man University. 8:15 p.m. 

December 3, 10, 17, 24 
LANCASTER - Caroling on the 

Square. Once a week the Bicen
tennial chorus will be on the square 
in Lancaster inviting the public to 
join them as they sing carols. 

December 2 
DILLON - Dillon Christmas Parade. 

December 2 
LANDRUM - Christmas Parade 

December 3 
LATTA - Latta Christmas Parade 

December 4 
GREENVILLE - Lollypop Concert. 

Magill Hall. 10:30 a. m. 

December 4 
CLEMSON - Clemson University 

Concert Chorus: Performance of 
American Music. Tillman Hall Au
ditorium. Clemson University. 8 
p.m. 

December 3-4 
GREENVILLE - Holiday Fair - a 

giant community bazaar at Textile 
Hall. Hand-made items and attic 
treasures. 

December 4 
GREENVILLE - Winter Walk in 

Woods at Camp Burgiss Glen. 
Greenville Natural History Associa
tion. 

December 4, 5 
CHARLESTON - Christmas at the 
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The Cactus Plant Shop 
447 Merr ick Road 
Oceanside, N.Y. 11572 I 

[ nclosed ,s my check D or j 
money order Q ,n t l>e 1moun1 I 

"'----
I 
I 
I 

I 
,Name~--------------- ~ 
I 

I Address 1 
' I 
:city State ___ Zip __ I 

I I -------------------------

Are You Interested 
In Antiques?· Collectibles? 

You Should Subscribe To: 

THE ANTIQUES JOURNAL 
A national monthly mag
azine on antiques and 
collectibles of value to 
the beginning collector 
and to the connoisseur. 
Now in our 31st year of 
continuous publication. 
Edited by John Mebane 
nationally recognized 
author and authority on 
antiques. Authoritative ;:;;.. 
articles on all phases of 

~ 

the antiques and collectibles hobby. Also contoins 
For Sale and Wanted ads. 

ONLY $7. 95 for 12 large issues 
(AN EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS GIFT} 
Fill out coupon and send with 
remittance to: 

The Antiques Journal 
P.O. Box 1046X 

Dubuque, IA 52001 

Name _________ _ 

Address ________ _ 

City State __ _ 

Zip OSend Gift Card 

HOPSEWEE PLANTATION 
A National Historic Landmark 

(circa 1740) 

Birth place of Thomas Lynch, Jr. 
signer of the 

Declara tion of Independence 

House and Grounds 
Open: 10-5 

Tues. , Wed. , Thurs., Fri. & by appoint
ment - Closed Holidays 

Highwav 17 
12 mi. south of Ccor!(e town 
-!8 mi. north of Charl eston 

TAYLORS 

MOBILE SERVICE CENTER 

3301 WADE HAMPTON BLVD. 
TAYLORS, S. C • PH 244-7708 

Air Conditioning Specialist 

Mechanic on Duty 

HUDSON'S 
Lake Forest Studio 

FINE PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHERS 
WEDDINGS • PASSPORTS 

1368 N. PLEASANTBURG DR. 
GREENVILLE, S C. 

244-8839 

"A FABLE OF TWO 
AND 

FOOD FOR YOU" 
DIARY OF AIR FORCE 

WIFE WITH 
RECIPES FROM PLACES 

VISITED WRITTEN 
AND ILLUSTRATED 

BY 
GLADYS B. WEST 

$7.95 (INCLUDES TAX 
&HANDLING 

WES-BUR 
PUBLISHING INC. 

BOX643 
CAMDEN, S.C. 29020 
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Give 
Your Back 
A Break 
Undercover, agents for fine 
bed and bath accessories, 
offers the boldly innovative 
bath-sauna-massage brush 
by Coronet I Medico. Bristles 
are adJustable to desired 
stiffness. The detachable 
contoured hand le is 17 1/2" 
long for excellent reach . 
Select blue, yellow, 
avocado, white, brown. 
$10.50. Mail orders please 
add 4% S C sales tax 
where applicable and $1.00 
for first class postage and 
handling A unique gift 
idea 1 799-57 42 

2000 blossom st , 
columbio, south corolino 

29205 

Serendipity 
ORIGINAL HANDPAINTED 

NEEDLEPOINT 

15 Manly at Pettigru 
Greenvi ll e, SC 2960 1 

ENGRAVING 
SERVICE 

QUALITY ENGRAVING 

Trophies • Plaques 
Nameplates • Plastic & Metal Signs 

Silverware and Special Gift Items 

6308 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 

Across from the Veterans ' Hospital 
783-0836 

GREENVILLE, S.C. · CLEMSON, S.C. 

70 

Joseph Manigault House. Deco
rated by the Garden Club of 
Charleston. $1.50. 10 a.m. until 5 
p.m. 

December 5 
COLUMBIA - Governor's Annual 

Carol Lighting Ceremony on the 
State House steps at 5:30 p.m. 
featuring a statewide chorus of 
3,000 voices. 

December 5-12 
COLUMBIA - Founding Week. 

Week of events celebrating the 
Bicentennial of the U. S. and the 
1 75th anniversary of the founding 
of the University of South 
Carolina. 

December 6 
CAMDEN - Greater Kershaw 

County Christmas Parade 

December 6 
CAYCE-WEST COLUMBIA 

Greater Columbia-Cayce Annual 
Christmas Parade. 

December 9 
GREENVILLE - YMCA-Are You 

Booked for Lunch? 12:30 p.m. 

December 11 
CHARLESTON - Christmas Tree 

Lighting At Charles Towne Land
ing 

December 11-12 
UNION - Christmas Open House. 

At Rose Hill State Park. The ante
bellum home of Secession Gover
nor William Gist will be decorated 
circa 1865. 

December 11-1 7 
GREENVILLE - Christmas Around 

the World. People's Market. 

December 20, 21 
COLUMBIA -(20th) Scandinavian 

Service 7:30 
(21st) Spanish Ser
vice 6:30 
(21st) German Ser
vice 7:30 

Linguistic Advent/Christmas Ves
pers in the Christ Chapel of the 
Lutheran Theological Southern 
Seminary. Services provided in 
their entirety in the language des
ignated as a service to those in
terested. 

Sand/apper 



interesting, 

unusual items and ser'\J1ces 

>=<>=<>=<= ART ::x>c:x,c:x>c:x,c:x>e THE COLLEGE PRESIDENT'S WIFE ENTER
TAINS compiled by Perrin Cudd. College Presi-
dent's wives' menus and recipes. Price $4. Order 

Louis kart Mucha-Maxfield Parrish Original from Williams Printing Company, 1240 Spring 
prints. Bought/Sold. lcart Vendor, 3146 Purdue Street, N. W. , Atlanta, Georgia 30309. 
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066. 

Timberlake Lithographs, others. Bicentennials. 
Top Collectors Plates. 25¢ - pictures. Christoph

SR-334 W. Fillmore, Eau Clair, Wis. 

PORTRAIT OF YOUR HOUSE, pen ink and 
color, done from photos , also cards $100. 
Schager, P. 0. Box 220, East Norwich, N. Y. 
11732. 

=,ex>=< ,ex ANTIQUES ,ex ,ex ,ex ,ex' 

CHESTNUT GALLERIES 144 Chestnut Street, 
Spartanburg. S. C. Fine 18th and 19th century 
furniture and accessories. Open 10-5 Monday
Saturday. 803-585-95 76. 

=>(,C:X>c:x>c:xK BOOKS C>(,C:X,C:X,C:X,< 

RARE bookfinder. Send wants. Van Treuren, 
1950 Post 108S, San Francisco, CA 94115. 

HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books. prints. 
posters, maps. Rt. 1. Box 76. Newberry, S. C. 
29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy 176. 2 mi. No. of 
S. C. 34) 

GENEALOGY CHART with booklet "Digging up 
your Ancestors. " How and where to trace your 
family. $2.00 postpaid. Bibelot, Box 1126-S, 
Claremore, Ok. 74017. 

SUPER CHILDREN'S GIFT idea! Box set of nine 
Little House On Prairie books regularly $12. 95 for 
$10.95 (includes shipping) . Send check to The 
Children's Center, 221 Westmoreland Drive, 
Lancaster, S. C. 29720 (S. C. residents include 
44¢ sales tax). 

November 1976 

THE LION'S DEN has a complete selection of 
human figurines available now for Christmas. 
Please send large SASE for our current price list. 
One dollar for 48-page guide for Collectors. The 
Lion's Den, P. 0 . Box 341744, Miami, FL33 134. 

>c:x >c:x >c:x >c:x ,c; FOOD ::x ,ex ,ex >c:x ><> 

LID'N LADLE - Gourmet Cookware and ideas 
for the creative cook. The Market. 188 Meeting 
Street, Charleston. S C. 723-874 7. 

: >c:x >c:x >c:x ,c:, FURN ITU RE :;,( ,ex >c:x >c:x K 

FAMOUS BRAND NAME FURNITURE at lowest 
possible discount prices. Write for inforrnation: 
Holton Furniture Company, Dept. SL, 805 Ran
dolph Street. Thomasville, N. C. 27360. 

::><>c:x>c:x>C: MISCELLANEOUS :>c:x>c:x>< 

DULCIMERS - Handcrafted. Gotzmer Stringed 
Instruments, Rt. 2 , Box 2286A, LaP!ata, MD. 
20646. 

SANDLAPPER BINDERS for your copies of 
Sandlapper magazine. Cost delivered $6.25 each. 
includes sales tax. Send your orders to Sandlap
per, P. 0 . Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202. 

PAINT PROBLEMS? You can obtain expert per
sonal advice for any paint problem by sending 
details and $3.00 to The Paint Doctor, Box 633. 
Sayville. N. Y. 11782. 

WILL KIT. Includes 64 page attorney's booklet 
What Everyone Should Know About Wills and 
four will forrns. Only $3.00. Included free: Per
sonal Assets Record and Executors Duties. 
Guaranteed H-G Enterprises, Dept. s, Clarklake, 
Michigan 49234. 

FUND RAISING. Is your school. club. social or 
civic organization in need of a fund raising project? 
If so, consider selling subscriptions to Sandlapper 
as a means of raising additional operating or proj
ect funds. Sandlapper. the magazine of South 
Carolina and a magazine any school or organiza
tion would be proud to sell. For further informa
tion write to Sandlapper Magazine. P. 0 . Box 
1668. Columbia, S. C. 29202. 

>c:x>=<= NEEDLEWORK ><>c:x>CX 

Folline's Knit and Needlepoint Studio offers the 
most complete selection of needlework supplies in 
the Southeast. We provide the needle artist with 
all the materials necessary for needlepoint, crewel, 
cross stitch, knitting, crocheting and rug hooking. 
Items of every description can be found in our 
Needlepoint Gallery-including Trame and 
handpainted. custom designed orders of your 
house. pet. college emblem. professional seal. 
church kneelers. and coat of arrns: (Please allow 
two weeks for delivery on special orders) . Graphs. 
292 colors of DMC thread, Aida and Hardanger 
Cloth in all sizes and colors are available for cross 
stitch. For the knitters and crocheters, we have 
imported and domestic yams including the na
tionally advertised Icelandic and Irish Fisherman 
Yarns . Old fashioned netting and yarn for 
placemats is available for those with a nostalgic 
flair. For a nominal fee , we provide our customers 
with a finishing service by European trained 
women for pillows. bell pulls, etc. We also offer 
free instructions with purchase of materials. Fol
line's Knit and Needlepoint Studio, 2926 Devine 
Street, Columbia. S. C. 29205, Phone 799-2482. 

==• RESORT PROPERTY ,cx,cx,cx 

Pawleys Island. Litchfield Beaches, Murrells Inlet 
and Garden City. Large selection of oceanfront 
and water oriented houses and lots. Also planta 
tions and acreage, sales or rentals. Dunes Realty, 
Inc .. P. 0 . Drawer 157, Pawleys Island. S. C. 
29585, phone 803-237-4473; or. Dunes Realty. 
Inc. . Atlantic Avenue, Garden City. S. C. 295 76. 
phone 803-236-2116. 

::x= ,ex ,ex ,c WANTED ::x ,ex ,ex ,cx,c 

If you are a photographer who specializes in food 
photography contact Bob Rowland, Sandlapper 
magazine, 779-8824. 
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endpiece 

As you know we at Sandlapper have been adding some columns and 
departments during the past months - a column on genealogy, another of film 
reviews and critiques, one on gardening - while retaining old column favor
ites: Dining Out, Of Peacocks and Lilies, and Gourmet Fare. 

During the past several months, though, we had a number of letters from 
readers asking why we do not have a regular column devoted to the subject of 
"antiques and collectables." Well, since we try to be responsive, we began 
looking around for someone to write such a monthly column. I talked with a 
great many people who are very knowledgeable but it quickly became appar
ent that there is no one person who knows everything there is to know about 
antiques and collectables. The field ranging from paintings to china to furniture 
to glassware to quilts is just too broad. But we are still interested in running 
something on a regular monthly basis covering this subject area. Do you 
collect? Do you write? If so, and you are interested in writing a column on 
antiques and collectables drop me a note telling me what you collect. If it seems 
to be an area we are interested in we' ll get back to you and ask you to develop a 
sample column on that particular subject. 

I'll look forward to hearing from you. 

---
-

Bob W. Rowland 
Editor 

Sandlapper 



Alan Bowyer 
Royal Oil Institute of Painters 

CHARLESTON HARBOUR, SOUTH CAROLINA 1727 

A limited edition museum quality print of 1000: 
500 unsigned ...... . ..... .. ....... . ...... . .......... $25 each 
500 SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST ...... $75 each 

All editions available only while supply lasts. Signed prints accompanied by a Certificate of 
Authenticity. 
Copies of this print are currently in the Governor's Mansion, South Carolina; the U. S. Naval 
Academy, Annapolis and the Patriots' Point Naval Museum, Charleston, South Carolina. 
Well-known British maritime artist Alan Bowyer's painting of Captain George Anson entering 
Charleston Harbour and passing Patriot's Point aboard H.M.S. Scarborough (21 " x 29" ). 
Sent to Charleston in 1726 by the Admiralty to protect trade ships from pirates and convoys to 
and from the Bahamas, Lord Anson served two periods of four years in the Carolina station 
during which time he established himself as a popular figure in the Port City. A large tract of 
land that he was reputed to have won in a game of cards from Thomas Gadsden, the King 's 
Collector, still bears his name today - Ansonborough . 

.------------- - - --- -1 
I 
I SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 
I P. 0. Box 1668 
I Columbia, S. C. 29202 
I NAME ______________ ~ 

I ADDRESS _____________ _ 

I CITY STATE ZIP __ _ 

: D unsigned at $25 D signed and numbered at $75 

I I have enclosed with this order. 

Alan Bowyer was born in Wimbledon , England , and 
studied under his father who was Principal of the 
Putney School of Art, London. He continued his 
studies at Goldsmiths College of Art in London. 
During World War II, Bowyer served in the Royal 
Naval Reserve on the North Atlantic convoys and 
saw plenty of enemy action on the high seas. Fol
lowing the war, he was elected a member of the 
Royal Oil Institute of Painters. 
He has exhibited in the Royal Portrait Society, the 
Royal Society of Marine Artists, and has been ac
cepted by the Royal Academy. 
Alan Bowyer has lived by the sea in the West of 
England since 1949 and was elected President of 
the Cornwall Society of Artists in 1970. 

L----------------~~------------------
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f?ECE]VB 
If you're looking for a Canadian 

to introduce to your friends, 
look for one that's great. 

Mfl.Y 1_4 ?003 And that's Grande. 

s. C. Stale L!llrary Gran.de Canadian. 
+ If youa like free maple leaf beauty marks for a close fr iend, write Grande, Box 881, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 
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